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OPEN TO THE WORLD SINCE 1868

Last year was an important milestone for Ca’ Foscari University of Venice because it marked the institution’s 150th anniversary. The university was founded in 1868 as the Scuola Regia Superiore di Commercio (Advanced School for Commerce) by a group of innovative and learned scholars who introduced trade and foreign language studies to Italy, and it continues to be characterised by the same innovative spirit and openness to the world today.

Located in the very heart of the inspiring city of Venice, with its beautiful canals and rich cultural heritage, our university offers a uniquely stimulating and enriching academic environment. You can choose from a wide range of undergraduate and post-graduate degree programmes in either the humanities or the sciences, and we are world-ranked for our teaching and research in economics, management, modern languages, history, environmental science, chemistry, linguistics, accounting and finance, computer science, and geography. The education we offer encourages interdisciplinarity and exploits innovative teaching methodologies. To further enrich your university experience, you can also broaden your horizons by adding a minor to your undergraduate degree or by taking advantage of special extracurricular learning and training opportunities. Our Active Learning Lab workshops, for instance, refine your soft skills to make you more attractive to employers.

Ca’ Foscari also provides you with a host of ways to grow thanks to our emphasis on international education. Not only do we offer many degree programmes entirely taught in English, but we also have a vast network of global partnerships that allow you to earn a joint degree with or carry out an exchange experience at other top-ranked universities in both Europe and around the world. Since your life outside the classroom should be rewarding, too, we have a rich calendar of cultural and social events to keep you stimulated and help you become an active part of our community.

Ca’ Foscari and I hope to welcome you to Venice soon!

Michele Bugliesi
Rector
Established in 1868, Ca' Foscari University of Venice is a modern research university with over 23,000 students. It offers a varied array of undergraduate and graduate degrees in both the sciences and the humanities, a significant number of which are taught entirely in English.

Ca' Foscari has a strong international reputation for both teaching and research. The QS World University Rankings have acknowledged its excellence in nine different subjects, including modern languages, economics and history, and Ca’ Foscari attracts highly talented young researchers. It is one of the top ten universities in Europe, and the most successful in Italy, with regard to the number of prestigious Marie Curie Research Fellowships it has been awarded by the European Commission.

Heavily invested in being connected to the world, the university has developed a markedly international character. Over 40 languages are taught here and more than 1,500 students participate in exchange programmes scattered around the globe each year. What is more, Ca’ Foscari offers more than 25 double and joint degree programmes and has forged a network of over 500 partner universities.

The Ca’ Foscari experience is particularly unique due to the university’s location in Venice, an inspiring city with a rich history and vibrant present that animate and catalyse contemporary creativity and innovation.
WHY STUDY AT CA’ FOSCARI?

• You can choose from a wide range of bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degree programmes, including many taught entirely in English and dozens offering double or joint diplomas with other respected universities.
• Ca’ Foscari rewards high-achieving students with various incentives, including scholarships and fee waivers or reductions.
• You can give your university experience an international edge by taking advantage of our hundreds of study abroad programmes around the globe.
• You can enrich your degree programme with innovative and interdisciplinary workshops dedicated to developing your soft skills and learning to network and work collaboratively.
• You can complement your classroom learning with real-world internships both in Italy and abroad.
• Ca’ Foscari invests heavily in expert teaching and innovative research, particularly with the goal of supporting and promoting emerging scholars.
• An Ca’ Foscari education prepares you for the working world, as proven by the university’s high graduate employment rate.
• When you are not in the classroom, Ca’ Foscari helps you cultivate your passions and interests by organising cultural events and offering you the opportunity to get involved in extracurricular activities, including theatre, music, radio, cinema, sports and more.

WHY STUDY IN VENICE?

Most of the university’s campuses and buildings are located in Venice, and this makes the Ca’ Foscari experience undeniably special. Located in a lagoon on the Adriatic coast in northeast Italy, the city occupies 120 small islands separated by canals and connected by bridges. As a result, its urban fabric is characterised not by traffic-congested roads, but by pedestrian walkways and lively public squares, so it encourages an environmentally conscious, neighbourhood-based lifestyle.

Most importantly, Venice is an intellectually and culturally stimulating city that offers countless ways to learn, grow and be inspired. It has been classified as a UNESCO World Heritage Site thanks to its stunning historical art and architecture, which conjures up the city’s extraordinary past as a cultural and commercial crossroads. What is more, every year it plays host to all kinds of internationally renowned exhibitions, events and festivals, offering you endless opportunities for discovering different ideas, traditions and cultures.

So studying at Ca’ Foscari in Venice means being exposed to top-notch teaching and research in a vibrant, enriching setting.
University profile

PEOPLE
23,000 students, including 1,300 international students
1,300 professors, lecturers and administrative staff, as well as 100 visiting professors each year

DEGREE PROGRAMMES
17 bachelor’s degrees (3 years)
30 master’s degrees (2 years)
16 doctoral degrees (3+ years)
25+ professional master’s degree programmes (1 year)

OPPORTUNITIES
10,000+ internship agreements in Italy and abroad
700+ student exchange agreements
25+ double and joint degrees
2 Summer Schools in partnership with Harvard University (USA) and Columbia University (USA)
2 International Seminar Programmes in partnership with the British Columbia Institute of Technology (Canada) and the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Switzerland)

ORGANISATION
8 Departments
- Department of Asian and North African Studies
  www.unive.it/dep.dsaam
- Department of Economics
  www.unive.it/dep.economics
- Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics
  www.unive.it/dep.dais
- Department of Humanities
  www.unive.it/dep.humanities
- Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies
  www.unive.it/dep.dslcc
- Department of Management
  www.unive.it/dep.management
- Department of Molecular Sciences and Nanosystems
  www.unive.it/dep.dsmn
- Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage
  www.unive.it/dep.fbc

3 Schools
- Ca’ Foscari School for International Education
- Ca’ Foscari School of Economics, Languages and Entrepreneurship
- Ca’ Foscari Challenge School

6 Libraries
1 Language centre
1 Theatre
RESEARCH AT CA’ FOSCARI

Ca’ Foscari’s international reputation for innovative and impactful scholarship is a result of its firm commitment to fostering research excellence, especially through the development of international partnerships and by dedicating resources to fund and promote the work of promising young scholars. The university actively promotes interdisciplinarity in order to encourage faculty and students to explore new frontiers, and it has recently built a state-of-the-art science and technology campus.

TACKLING GLOBAL CHALLENGES

In the knowledge that today’s universities are essential in finding solutions to the urgent problems facing our modern world, Ca’ Foscari has formed six Global Challenges Research Teams. These teams seek answers through interdisciplinary collaboration by uniting scholars from diverse disciplines in order to spark new ideas and approaches. Each team is dedicated to investigating one of the following themes:

• Creative Arts, Cultural Heritage and the Digital Humanities
• Cross-Cultural and Area Studies
• Economics and Management of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
• Environmental Technologies and Green Economy
• Public Governance, Welfare and Social Innovation
• Science of Complex Economic, Human and Natural Systems

INTERNATIONAL RANKINGS

ECONOMICS
201-300

MANAGEMENT
301-400

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
301-400

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
201-300
Ca’ Foscari attracts influential academics and dynamic students from around the globe by fostering an inspiring environment in which to learn, teach and carry out research. In order to welcome an ever more varied range of students, the university has a range of degree programmes taught entirely in English and a worldwide network of over 500 university partners.

In the firm belief that international study and research experiences encourage creativity and innovation through intellectual and cultural exchange, Ca’ Foscari encourages its faculty, students and administrative staff to spend formative periods abroad. To facilitate this, the university has established dozens of double and joint degree programmes with prestigious partner universities in a host of different countries and has over 700 exchange agreements in place, giving those who study and work at Ca’ Foscari the chance to learn and grow in virtually every corner of the world. Whether you want to explore Asia or North America, Africa or Europe, South America or Australia, Ca’ Foscari paves the way.

In addition, the university has begun opening various “Offices in the World” in order to have a more continuous and active presence in scholarly and cultural contexts beyond Italy’s borders. Three have already been launched in China, Russia and Azerbaijan.

School for International Education
The Ca’ Foscari School for International Education (SIE) offers you the opportunity to learn Italian, to take courses about Italian history, language and culture taught in English, and to obtain any missing credits that your chosen degree programme requires you to have before beginning your studies. You can also broaden and enrich your educational experience by applying to participate in one of the SIE’s intensive summer programmes, some of which are run in collaboration with distinguished international partners such as Harvard University and Columbia University.

www.unive.it/cfsie

International College
Ca’ Foscari’s International College (Collegio Internazionale) is a centre of academic excellence for high-achieving students from both Italy and abroad. As a result, the college is one of the most vibrant hubs of cultural and academic exchange in northeastern Italy. If you are accepted for admission to the college, you get to enhance your studies at Ca’ Foscari by participating in an innovative interdisciplinary programme of courses and activities organized exclusively for the college’s academic community. As a member of the college, you are provided with accommodation on the Island of San Servolo, an international residential campus located near St. Mark’s Square, and may be awarded a full or partial merit-based scholarship.

collegio.internazionale@unive.it
GETTING STARTED

WELCOME UNIT
The Welcome Unit manages the online application procedure you must complete in order to be accepted for enrolment into your chosen degree programme. Then after you arrive it helps you settle in by providing information about and assistance with various administrative processes and university services. It also coordinates the Buddy Programme, which pairs international students like yourself with experienced students dedicated to welcoming you to the city and to the university.

www.unive.it/welcome
welcome@unive.it

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
The Financial Aid Office provides you with information about tuition fees and offers opportunities for grants, loans and fee reductions.

www.unive.it/fees

HOUSING OFFICE
The Housing Office assists you in finding housing in Venice or on the mainland, whether you are looking for a room in a student residence or a space in a shared apartment.

www.unive.it/housing-en

UNIVERSITY LANGUAGE CENTRE
The University Language Centre (Centro Linguistico di Ateneo) offers you foreign language courses in English, French, Russian, Spanish and German at various levels. If you are enrolled in a degree programme at Ca’ Foscari, you are entitled to a 75% discount on the cost.

www.unive.it/cla

SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
The School for International Education offers you the opportunity to improve your Italian and to learn about Italy’s history and culture. It also organizes summer programmes in collaboration with prestigious international partners. The school’s Italian language courses are offered at all skill levels and are open to everyone. The teachers are native-tongue instructors and classes are held in rooms with full multimedia access. If you enrol in an English-taught degree but are interested in beginning to learn Italian or improving your current knowledge of the language, the school offers you a 75% discount on the cost.

www.unive.it/cfsie-en
CAREER SERVICE

Ca’ Foscari’s Career Service office is dedicated to preparing you to enter the workforce after graduation. Throughout the year, it organises career guidance workshops with leading professionals that help you draw your roadmap to professional success, especially by teaching you how to shape your online presence and prepare effective curriculum vitae and cover letters. In addition, the office provides you with useful information about how to tackle job interviews both in Italy and abroad.

FIGURES FOR 2018/19

10,300 agreements with national and international companies
40 agreements with international NGOs
800+ job offers posted
2,600+ internship offers in Italy
350+ internship offers abroad
380 counselling and career guidance sessions offered
30+ seminars and workshops focused on careers, professions and entrepreneurship

INTERNSHIPS IN ITALY AND ABROAD

To give you invaluable on-the-job training and professional work experience, the Career Service office promotes and organises internships both in Italy and all around the world. The university has forged a well-consolidated network of relationships with cultural organisations, NGOs, Chambers of Commerce and a host of companies in order to offer you the opportunity to carry out an internship that will help you realise your professional goals. Internships abroad can be set up either during your studies or shortly after you graduate.

RECRUITMENT DAYS

Ca’ Foscari’s Career Service organises a series of recruitment days related to all areas of study in collaboration with its network of international and Italian businesses. This year over 90 businesses participated under the following themes:
- Finance and Consulting
- Fashion and Luxury
- Food and Beverage
- Retail and Lifestyle
- Industry and Services

These opportunities can be useful to you as an international student because your study visa allows you to seek employment in Italy for a full year after graduation in order to launch your career.
Student life

Student associations play a crucial role in bringing students together and involving them in university life, so Ca’ Foscari actively supports their recreational and cultural initiatives. associazioni.studenti@unive.it
www.unive.it/associazioni-studenti

ERASMUS STUDENT NETWORK (ESN)
With over 12,000 members from 390 local sections in 36 countries, the Erasmus Student Network supports and promotes international mobility by providing you with opportunities for cultural understanding and self-development through a network of students helping students. venezia_mam@esn.it
www.esnvenezia.it

AIESEC VENEZIA
AIESEC is an international network that gives you people the opportunity to discover and develop your leadership potential with the aim of helping you make a positive impact on society. To achieve this, AIESEC members participate in various activities such as conferences and association events and carry out international internships. www.facebook.com/aiesecvenezia

STUDENT ASSOCIATIONS
SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

UNIVERSITY SPORTS CENTRE
The University Sports Centre (Centro Universitario Sportivo, or CUS) offers you the opportunity to participate in a wide variety of sports thanks to facilities located both in the city centre and on the mainland.
venescus@unive.it
www.cusvenezia.it

SCIENCE GALLERY VENICE
Part of the acclaimed Global Science Gallery Network, the new Science Gallery Venice is set to open its doors next year. Its interactive exhibition space will offer a stimulating environment for the discovery of science, particularly for high school and university students.
venice.sciencegallery.com

RADIO CA’ FOSCARI
Created by students for students, Ca’ Foscari’s online radio station is one of the university’s newest communication tools. You can take part in its organisation and operation on the basis of your individual skills and experience.
radiocafoscari@unive.it
www.radiocafoscari.it

UNIVERSITY CHOIR AND ORCHESTRA
For more than twenty-five years Ca’ Foscari’s choir and orchestra have been offering the opportunity to begin exploring or continue to foster a love of music. The groups’ repertoires change from year to year and range from medieval to contemporary pieces.
corouniv@unive.it

SHYLOCK
UNIVERSITY THEATRE CENTRE (CUT)
Shylock is a cultural association aimed at promoting technical-artistic innovation in the field of theatre. It organises training and experimental workshops, hosts visiting productions and shows, and carries out research and production projects. The association’s activities involve a wide range of disciplines and cultural professionals.
info@cut.it
www.cut.it

CA’ FOSCARI THEATRE
The Ca’ Foscari Theatre at Santa Marta offers a wide variety of performances throughout the year. The detailed programme and ticket information is available online.
www.unive.it/teatrofoscari
Every day the city offers its residents – a large number of whom are students – the chance to feed their thirst for knowledge thanks to seemingly endless artistic and cultural exhibitions, initiatives and events. Studying in Venice means living and breathing art, architecture and culture. It also means living an environmentally conscious lifestyle. One of the most eagerly awaited moments in a Venetian student’s day is the so-called aperitivo in campo, or outdoor aperitif: from the afternoon through to late evening, areas of the city such as Campo Santa Margherita and the Erbarìa at Rialto turn into venues where people gather to chat and listen to music while they drink spritz and eat cicchetti – the traditional drink and snacks for which Venice is famous.

**CA’ FOSCARI CULTURAL EVENTS**

Apart from regular events such as conferences, guest lectures and seminars featuring prominent scholars and cultural figures, Ca’ Foscari organises some of Venice’s most popular cultural events. Here is a selection:

- **Art Night Venezia**, an evening of open museums and galleries dedicated to art lovers
- **Ca’ Foscari Short Film Festival**, the first international festival in Europe created and organised by students that showcases student work
- **Incroci di Civiltà (Crossroads of Civilisations)**, a renowned international literary festival
- **Venetonight**, the European Researchers’ Night
- **International Universities Challenge** during Venice’s annual Historical Regatta
- **National and international Dragon Boat Races**

**OTHER NOT-TO-BE-MISSED EVENTS ON THE VENETIAN CALENDAR**

- **Carnival**, usually in February: The traditional celebration before the beginning of Lent for which all of Venice’s public squares are transformed into outdoor clubs hosting special events, parties and live music.
- **The Redentore Festival (Festa del Redentore)**: A popular local festival celebrating the city’s recovery from the plague in the sixteenth century for which a spectacular fireworks display is organised. Venetians watch the show from the fondamente and their boats, eating and drinking.
- **Venice Biennale**: The world’s premiere international contemporary art and architecture exhibition that runs from May to November.
- **Venice Film Festival**: A world-renowned festival that takes place in September on the Lido, showcasing some of the year’s most noteworthy films and attracting influential contemporary movie directors and actors.

For further information about Venice’s cultural events, visit [en.turismovenezia.it](http://en.turismovenezia.it).

**NETWORKS**

Learn about and keep up with what’s happening at Ca’ Foscari!

Find out about all of the initiatives and events organised by the university in the online magazine [cafoscarinews](http://www.unive.it/cafoscarinews) and check out student life on Instagram by following the account [studentlifeinvenice](http://studentlifeinvenice).
To learn more about Italy’s higher education system, visit [www.study-in-italy.it](http://www.study-in-italy.it) or [www.universitaly.it](http://www.universitaly.it).

The European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) facilitates the transfer of university credits between universities in Europe. It is based on the clarity and transparency of students’ study plans and on the assignment of appropriate credits for the studies they complete. The system is designed to guarantee that an exchange student’s courses and exams are recognised by his or her home institution. Ca’ Foscari has established that 1 CFU, or Ca’ Foscari credit (credito formativo universitario), is equivalent to 1 ECTS credit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undergraduate studies</th>
<th>Graduate studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurea triennale</td>
<td>Laurea magistrale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st cycle</td>
<td>2nd cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 ECTS credits</td>
<td>120 ECTS credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To learn more about Italy’s higher education system, visit [www.study-in-italy.it](http://www.study-in-italy.it) or [www.universitaly.it](http://www.universitaly.it).

**EUROPEAN CREDIT TRANSFER AND ACCUMULATION SYSTEM (ECTS)**

The European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) facilitates the transfer of university credits between universities in Europe. It is based on the clarity and transparency of students’ study plans and on the assignment of appropriate credits for the studies they complete. The system is designed to guarantee that an exchange student’s courses and exams are recognised by his or her home institution. Ca’ Foscari has established that 1 CFU, or Ca’ Foscari credit (credito formativo universitario), is equivalent to 1 ECTS credit.

For more information about the ECTS system and grade conversion, visit [www.unive.it/ects-english](http://www.unive.it/ects-english).
Ca’ Foscari offers two university preparatory year programmes through the School for International Education that are aimed at international students: the Foundation Year taught in English and the Bridge Year taught in Italian.

The Foundation Year is right for you if:
• upon completing high school you will have fewer than the 12 years of schooling required to enrol in a bachelor’s degree in Italy
• you want to improve your English language skills before beginning an English-taught undergraduate degree at an Italian university
• you studied in the American school system and will not have the three Advanced Placement exams required to enrol in university in Italy
• you studied in the British school system and will not have the three A-levels required to enrol in university in Italy

The Bridge Year is right for you if:
• you want to improve your Italian language skills before beginning an Italian-taught bachelor’s degree at a university in Italy
• you want to strengthen your background knowledge in the discipline you are planning to study at university
• you plan on enrolling at Ca’ Foscari University but will not have the required 12 years of schooling when you graduate from high school

The descriptions that follow give you more information about how each of these programmes are organised and what they offer. To obtain more information, you can contact the School for International Education by writing to cfsie@unive.it.

BRIDGE YEAR
Language of instruction: IT

The Ca’ Foscari Bridge Year aims to improve the study experience of international students at Italian universities by helping them achieve an adequate mastery of the Italian language and acquire a solid background knowledge of the main disciplines of future study. The programme will run for 10 months from November 2019 until August 2020. The Bridge Year offers you two blocks of courses:

Block 1: Italian language course
10 months (October–August)
This block consists of 800 hours of intensive Italian language study. At the end of the programme you should achieve an upper intermediate knowledge of Italian (B2 according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages).

Entry language level: Any
Extra feature: CILS exam (Italian language certification) included

Block 2: Study track of 4 introductory Italian-taught courses
7 months (February–August)
The study tracks will run for 7 months from February 2020 until August 2020. Each study track has 4 courses for a total of 120 hours. Study tracks will only be activated if the minimum number of enrolments is reached.

Study tracks available: Economics and Science; Humanities; Architecture and Design

Cost: € 5,000
The Ca’ Foscari Foundation Year is a propedeutic year-long programme designed to prepare international students for enrolling in an English-taught degree programme at an Italian university. The Foundation Year runs for 8 months from October 2019 until June 2020. The programme lets you choose between two main study tracks of 150 hours and also includes an additional 230 hours of general preparation for university study that focus on modern European history, the English language and basic Italian. The two study tracks available are:

- **Economics and Science Track:** For students wishing to apply for a degree course taught in English in the fields of economics, management or science. The four courses offered are: Mathematics, Introduction to Law, Critical Thinking, and Computer Science

- **Arts and Humanities Track:** For students wishing to apply for a degree course taught in English in the humanities, especially literature, languages, linguistics or art history. The four courses offered are: Italian Literature, History of Italian Art, Philosophy, and Introduction to Classics

**Entry language level:** B2 in English (according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages)

Cost: € 5,000
Bachelor’s degree programmes appear in more than one study area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Business Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Digital Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Economics and Business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• International Trade and Tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANGUAGES AND CULTURES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Language, Culture and Society of Asia and Mediterranean Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Languages, Civilisation and the Science of Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Linguistic and Cultural Mediation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Environmental Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustainable Chemistry and Technologies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Science and Technologies for Cultural Heritage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARTS AND HUMANITIES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Conservation of Cultural Heritage and Performing Arts Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Humanities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Philosophy, International and Economic Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUBLIC GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL CHANGE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Sciences of Society and Social Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND GLOBALISATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• International Trade and Tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Language, Culture and Society of Asia and Mediterranean Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Languages, Civilisation and the Science of Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Philosophy, International and Economic Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESERVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Conservation of Cultural Heritage and Performing Arts Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Science and Technologies for Cultural Heritage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADMISSION TO BACHELOR’S DEGREE PROGRAMMES

ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS
In order to enrol in any undergraduate degree programme, you must have at least 12 years of compulsory education and your educational history needs to be pre-evaluated by Ca’ Foscari in order to confirm that it grants admission to an undergraduate study programme in Italy.

ADMISSION
Some undergraduate programmes have limited enrolment (accesso programmato) whereas others do not (accesso libero). If you apply for a programme without an admission cap, you can enrol directly, and then, if necessary, satisfy any Additional Learning Requirements established by your pre-evaluation. If you apply for a programme with limited enrolment, you must be ranked through a pre-enrolment selection process. Depending on your citizenship and country of residence, this involves taking a written or oral entry test whose results place you on a ranked list of applicants. Those ranked highest are offered a place:

| EU citizen | Written test in Italy |
| Non-EU citizen residing in Italy | Written test in Italy |
| Non-EU citizen residing in the EU | Written test in Italy or oral test via Skype* |
| Non-EU citizen residing outside the EU | Oral test via Skype |

* Depending on visa type

To be sure about which test you would need to take, please write to welcome@unive.it.

ADDITIONAL LEARNING REQUIREMENTS
Ca’ Foscari’s pre-evaluation process makes sure that you will be properly prepared to carry out your university studies. If you are missing some of your programme’s entry requirements, you will be asked to fulfill Additional Learning Requirements (obblighi formativi aggiuntivi, or OFA) by taking the appropriate remedial courses. OFAs have no impact on the number of credits that you are required to obtain during your studies or on your grade point average – they are pass/fail only.

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
All of Ca’ Foscari’s undergraduate programmes require you to have a certified minimum B2-level of knowledge (as defined by the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, or CEFR) of your programme’s language of instruction. If you are a native speaker or have already studied in the relevant language, you do not need a certificate. If you are interested in an Italian-taught programme, you must demonstrate a certified minimum B1-level knowledge of English. To prove your level of Italian, if you are not an EU citizen and you reside outside Italy, you must demonstrate your level in Italian either by obtaining one of the certificates recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research (MIUR) or by taking the Italian language test that Ca’ Foscari arranges in Venice shortly before the beginning of the academic year. You can find more information about language requirements at www.unive.it.

MINORS
A minor is a course of study comprising 18 ECTS credits that are broken down into three modules of 6 ECTS credits each. It allows you to enrich your education by broadening your horizons beyond your principal study area. You can choose from any of the following minors (all currently taught in Italian) as long as there is no overlap in content with your chosen degree programme:

- The Americas: Rhetoric, Politics and Myths
- Artistic Management
- Banks and Saving, Work and Revenue
- Computer and Data Science
- Eastern Europe: Contacts Beyond the Boundaries
- Energy, Climate Change and Environmental Risks
- Gender, Genders: Equality and Parity in Society and Work
- Instruments of Thought: Elements of Epistemology and of Philosophy of Language for the Economic and Scientific Disciplines
- Media, Culture and Visual Communication in Asia and Mediterranean Africa
- Methods of Economic and Financial Education
- Modern Science: Cultural Problems and Social Impact
- Senses, Science and Cultural Expression
- Venice: History of a City of Sea and Stone
- Women: Comparing Histories and Cultures

ENRICH YOUR DEGREE

Entry test type for limited enrolment programmes

- EU citizen
- Written test in Italy

- Non-EU citizen residing in Italy
- Written test in Italy

- Non-EU citizen residing in the EU
- Written test in Italy or oral test via Skype*

- Non-EU citizen residing outside the EU
- Oral test via Skype

* Depending on visa type
Do you want to work in an industrial, commercial or financial institution? This programme provides you with the skills you need for the marketing sector, administration and business management, organisation and staff management, and the finance and financial intermediation sectors. Thanks to agreements with the Order of Chartered Accountants and Accounting Experts of Venice and the Order of Labour Consultants of Vicenza, you have the option of carrying out a professional internship during the final year of your degree. If you are interested in pursuing a career in an international context, the Business Administration and Management curriculum, which is entirely taught in English, is right for you.

**CURRICULA**
- Business Administration
- Business Administration and Management

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates can find employment as managers and consultants in industrial, business, banking, finance and insurance companies and enterprises, both in Italy and abroad. Potential career fields include:
- Management and supervision in the private sector
- Human resources
- Workplace organisation
- Accountancy
- Finance
- Sales and distribution
- Marketing

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- EU citizens interested in the Business Administration curriculum must take an Italian-language written entry test in Italy evaluating their knowledge of logic and mathematics; EU citizens interested in the Business Administration and Management curriculum must take an English-language written entry test in Italy that assesses their knowledge of mathematics.
- Non-EU citizens interested in either curriculum must take either an oral entry test via Skype or one of the written tests described in the previous point in the language of instruction of their chosen curriculum; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- For the Business Administration curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required; for the Business Administration and Management curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Management
Cannaregio 873, Venice
campus.economico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/et11

Would you like a career as a conservation specialist or an artistic heritage manager? This innovative programme is designed to help you achieve this goal. Different curricula allow you to specialise in art history, archaeology, the performing arts and media, or the management of arts and cultural activities. The programme incorporates both historic and artistic aspects because working in the field of cultural heritage requires you to have an in-depth knowledge of a specific historical context. Depending on the curriculum you choose, you also acquire methodological skills in management (legislation), conservation (restauration, maintenance, prevention), documentation (cataloguing, graphic reproduction), promotion (project design, finding resources and funding, financial planning) and cultural heritage.

**CURRICULA**
- Archaeology
- Art History
- Economics and Management of Arts and Cultural Activities
- Performing Arts and Media Studies

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates can find employment in local government and with agencies involved in the protection, conservation and management of archaeological and historical-artistic heritage or in the promotion of artistic events, the performing arts and the culture industry. Possible careers include:
- Event organiser
- Television, film and theatre producer
- Museum professional
- Art valuation

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage
Palazzo Malcanton Marcòra
Dorsoduro 3484/D, Venice
campus.umanistico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/ft1
Created in partnership with H-Farm, this innovative programme is unique in Italy and trains you to be a motivated specialist in digital transformation capable of launching start-ups or helping a business go digital.

The degree is entirely taught in English and offers you an engaging learning experience that emphasises interdisciplinary training, problem solving and team-based teaching. It features a strong programme of extra-curricular activities that include soft skills development, and from your very first year you will be put in close contact with mentors involved with start-ups and the digital world. Project work in companies plays a fundamental role in the curriculum, and the companies within the Ca’ Foscari and H-Farm network offer opportunities for personal development by introducing you to innovative business ideas. The programme is taught on the H-Campus at Ca’ Tron, Roncade (near Treviso).

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates possess the training they need to become business executives capable of identifying, interpreting and managing new organizational processes and business methods. Possible careers include:

- Digital project manager
- Digital manager
- Business developer
- Growth hacker

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of logic and mathematics; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of logic and mathematics; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.

Do you want to specialise in economics to work in Italy or abroad? This flexible and in-depth programme provides you with the skills you need to critically analyse economic phenomena and tackle the world of private businesses or public organisations. The programme includes an internship facilitating your personal development. You can choose whether to study in Italian or in English.

CURRICULA
- Economics and Business
- Economics, Markets and Finance

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Depending on the curriculum they complete, graduates can find employment in the following fields, among others:

- Accounting
- Financial and administrative management
- Banking
- Advertising

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- EU citizens interested in the Economics and Business curriculum must take an Italian-language written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of logic and mathematics; EU citizens interested in the Economics, Markets and Finance curriculum must take an English-language written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of logic and mathematics.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy to evaluate their knowledge of logic and mathematics; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- For the Economics and Business curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required; for the Economics, Markets and Finance curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Management
H-Campus
Via Sile 41, Roncade
campus.economico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/et7

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Economics
San Giobbe Campus, Cannaregio 873, Venice
campus.economico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/et4
If you are interested in developing solutions for environmental problems, diagnosis plans or prevention strategies, this programme prepares you to do so by equipping you with the multidisciplinary skills you need. The degree involves core courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, ecology and geology, as well as specific courses in environmental science, in order to provide you with a rich understanding of environmental economics, ecology, environmental chemistry, law and environmental planning. It also teaches you how to evaluate environmental impact. You can push your knowledge further thanks to workshops, labs and field activities, and during your second year you will get to spend a special intensive week with professors, researchers and tutors, a unique opportunity in Italy. What is more, thanks to Ca’ Foscari’s numerous exchange agreements, you can choose to spend a semester or a year at a partner university abroad.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Graduates can leverage their multidisciplinary skills to work in the diagnosis and prevention of environmental issues, as well as the development of strategies for managing them, at both public and private agencies and organizations. Possible fields of employment include:

- Renewable energy and energy conservation
- Environmental control
- Waste collection and management
- Agriculture and forestry

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**

- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics
Scientific Campus
Via T. orino 155, Mestre
campus.scientifico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/ct5

---

This programme provides you with the foundation for carrying out historical, anthropological, social and documentary research in different historical periods. Based on the curriculum you choose, the programme introduces you to ancient, Roman, medieval, modern or contemporary history as well as to aspects of anthropology and geography. The anthropological, archival and historical approaches employed will allow you to explore other fields as well. Thanks to the skills that the degree helps you to acquire, you are prepared to launch a career in a variety of fields, including cultural heritage management, communication, cultural event organisation and publishing.

**CURRICULA**

- Anthropological
- Archival Librarian
- Historic – The Mediterranean World from Antiquity to the Middle Ages
- Historic – From European Hegemony to Globalization

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Graduates are equipped either to continue on to graduate study or to seek employment at both public and private institutions connected to the study or preservation of history. Possible career fields include:

- Archives and museums
- Arts administration

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**

- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Humanities
Palazzo Malcanton Marcorà Dorsoduro 3484/D, Venice
campus.umanistico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/ft5
This programme focuses on linguistic history and the figurative and literary culture of Europe and the ancient Mediterranean world from the medieval period to the present day. You can choose between two curricula: Antiquity; or Science of the Literary Text and Communication. The programme offers you the unique opportunity to apply for a double degree in Italian Studies and the History of Art with the University College London, attending classes in both Venice and London. The programme provides you with a direct knowledge of texts and original documents as well as a critical approach with regard to how knowledge, ideas and information have been passed on over the centuries. Thanks to the skills you gain, you will be equipped to establish yourself in a range of professional fields, from the dissemination of information to cultural heritage conservation and management, and from archival cataloguing to the critical analysis of information.

**CURRICULA**
- Antiquity
- Science of the Literary Text and Communication

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates possess the basic knowledge necessary for teaching at middle schools and high schools. They are also prepared to take on a professional role at public or private institutions in a variety of cultural areas. Possible career fields include:
- Journalism
- Cultural management
- Cultural consulting
- Administration
- Archives and libraries

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

**DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE**
Double degree with University College London (UK): After completing their studies, students receive a Laurea in Lettere from Ca’ Foscari and a Bachelor’s Degree in Italian Studies/Italian and the History of Art from UCL. Applications are submitted via the UCAS portal and are evaluated by UCL.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Humanities
Via Torino 155, Mestre
Campus Scientifico
www.unive.it/degree/ft3

**INFORMATICS**

The thorough theoretical and experimental knowledge of computer science that this programme offers has been recognised as outstanding by several Italian professional associations. The degree provides you with core conceptual competencies in informatics, as well as analytical, planning and development skills, methodological and technological know-how and other professional skills. If you choose the European Computer Science curriculum, you have the opportunity to apply to spend a year abroad at one of Ca’ Foscari’s partner universities. If you choose the Data Science curriculum, you acquire focused skills related to data collection, a new and active market. The more traditional Technologies and Information Science curriculum, in contrast, allows you to explore professional informatics fields such as web technologies and design or informatics system administration. All curricula include workshop activities and experimentation as well as a knowledge of English, especially the technical language used in relation to ICT.

**CURRICULA**
- Data Science
- European Computer Science (ECS)
- Technologies and Information Science

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates can pursue careers in the software production and data analysis sectors with manufacturing companies in the field of information systems and processor networks, or with organizations, local authorities and professional laboratories that work with complex information processing systems and methods. Possible careers include:
- Computer programmer
- Applications expert
- Web technician
- Database technician
- Network and systems technician

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

**DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREES AVAILABLE**
Double degrees in European Computer Science are in place with: University of Hamburg (Germany), Universidad de Burgos (Spain), Istituto Politecnico de Coimbra (Portugal), Université Paul Verlaine–Metz/Nancy (France), Université François Rabelais–Tour’s/Blois (France), Timisoara (Romania), Turun Yliopisto–Turku (Finland). At the end of their studies students receive a double degree in European Computer Science (ECS). Ca’ Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for each of these double degree programmes.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics
Via Torino 155, Mestre
Campus Scientifico
www.unive.it/degree/ct3
This programme develops an in-depth understanding of economic issues by equipping you with a wide range of analytical tools in the economic, business, legal and quantitative fields. The Foreign Trade curriculum provides the skills you need to manage complex import-export relations in business, to value investments in foreign markets and to organise production processes on an international scale. In the Tourism Economics curriculum, you learn to interpret trends in global tourism markets and to understand the complexity and the transversality of the tourism industry. You also acquire the know-how to set up development plans for private or public organisations operating in the tourism sector or in a tourist destination.

In order to foster your personal development, the programme incorporates an internship at a business or institution, which you are encouraged to carry out abroad.

**CURRICULA**
- Foreign Trade
- Tourism Economics

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates are prepared to launch careers as export business relations specialists, executive assistants or foreign-trade area managers. They are also ready for employment as executive assistants or representatives of CEOs, export managers and purchasing managers. Possible career fields include:
- Financial and administrative management
- International trade research consultancy
- Process organisation and management
- Commercial organisation

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy to evaluate their knowledge of logic and mathematics.
- Non-EU citizens must take an online exam (oral and/or written) to certify their preparedness for the programme.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

**LANGUAGE, CULTURE AND SOCIETY OF ASIA AND MEDITERRANEAN AFRICA**
Language of instruction:

Are you interested in learning more about Asia or the Near and Middle East? This programme allows you to choose any of the following languages as your focus: Arabic, Armenian, Chinese, Hebrew, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Persian or Turkish. It teaches you writing and speaking skills in one or two languages as well as an advanced knowledge of English or French. It also introduces you to internationally recognised scholars, provides hands-on exercises with native speakers and offers the possibility of studying and/or carrying out an internship abroad. The programme explores the cultural and religious heritage of your chosen region as well as its history, literature, economics, legal system and social dynamics. With the knowledge and skills you acquire, you can either continue your education with a master’s degree or apply for international and multicultural jobs both in Europe and beyond in a variety of fields, including translation, interpreting, publishing, tourism, journalism, linguistic instruction. You are also equipped to work in social/educational services, welcome services for immigrants, the organisation and promotion of cultural and artistic events, the export of Italian goods and the import of Asian and Near or Middle Eastern products.

**CURRICULA**
- Chinese curriculum
- Korean curriculum
- Japanese curriculum
- Sub continental Indian curriculum
- South East Asia curriculum
- Near and Middle East curriculum

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates are ready for employment in intercultural communication in a range of different contexts, such as cultural organisations and museums, national and European public institutions and international organisations and businesses. Possible career opportunities include:
- Foreign language correspondent
- International business liaison
- International public relations consultant
- Commercial agent
- Cultural consultant
- Translator or interpreter
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of Italian, English and logic, as well as their familiarity with themes relevant to their chosen curriculum.
• Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of Italian, English and logic, as well as their familiarity with themes relevant to their chosen curriculum; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
• A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREES AVAILABLE
• Double degree with Capital Normal University (China): after completing their studies, students receive a Laurea in Lingue, culture e società dell’Asia e dell’Africa mediterranea from Ca’ Foscari and a Bachelor’s Degree in Chinese from CNU. Ca’ Foscari issues a special call for applications once a year for this double degree programme.

CURRICULA
• International Politics
• Linguistics, Philology and Language Teaching Research
• Literatures and Culture

LANGUAGES
• Three-year courses: Albanian, American English, Catalan, Czech, French, German, English, Italian Sign Language (LIS), Latin American Spanish, Modern Greek, Polish, Portuguese and Brazilian Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Swedish
• Single module courses: Basque, Bulgarian, tactile sign language

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are ready to work in various sectors, such as the management and enhancement of cultural heritage and education. Some of the career options available include:
• Translator
• Foreign language correspondent

LANGUAGES, CIVILISATION AND THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE
Language of instruction:

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of Italian, English and logic, as well as their familiarity with relevant themes.
• Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of Italian, English and logic, as well as their familiarity with relevant themes; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
• A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required for all curricula except for those focusing on the English language, for which a B2-level knowledge of English is required. To enrol in the German stream, a B1 level in German is also required; no remedial classes are provided for beginners.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies
Ca’ Bernardo, Dorsoduro 3195, Venice
Palazzo Cosulich, Dorsoduro 1925, Venice
Ca’ Be’bembo, Dorsoduro 1075, Venice
didattica.dslcc@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/lt10

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Asian and North African Studies
Palazzo Vendramin dei Carmini
Dorsoduro 3462, Venice
didattica.dsaam@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/lt40
Would you like to work in linguistic and cultural mediation, in international communications or in tourism? This programme prepares you to do so with a professional approach, providing you with an interdisciplinary education that includes specific language courses for English and Spanish, international law and business economics. It also incorporates coursework addressing negotiation, translation and linguistics as well as the cultural and institutional characteristics of English- and Spanish-speaking regions. Thanks to the skills and knowledge you acquire, you can apply to be a linguistic consultant, translator or interpreter, and you will be capable of assisting with international negotiations or contributing to the international development of an institution.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are prepared for a varied range of employment opportunities:
• Interpreter
• Translator
• Tour guide
• Cultural/linguistic mediator
• Foreign language correspondent
• International advertising agent
• Commercial liaison
• Communication expert
• Event organiser
• Cultural consultant

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their linguistic aptitude and cultural knowledge in both Italian and English, as well as their general knowledge of the history and geography of Spanish-speaking countries.
• Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their linguistic aptitude and cultural knowledge in both Italian and English, as well as their general knowledge of the history and geography of Spanish-speaking countries; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
• A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
School of Economics, Languages and Entrepreneurship
Riviera Santa Margherita 76, Treviso
campus.treviso@www.unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/lt5

This programme gives you a critical understanding of philosophy’s principal themes and the issues that have arisen in their historical development while exploring them in connection with other disciplines and research fields, including psychology, the human sciences, education studies and the arts. It is the only university programme in Italy that reflects on the philosophical matters that are fundamental to our contemporary world and our increasingly globalised society. Two of the programme’s defining components are its integration of the human sciences (psychology, anthropology) and its coursework in the education sciences. Thanks to the skills this programme helps you to develop, you will be ready to continue your education with a graduate degree or pursue a professional career in a variety of fields, including print and digital publishing and library and archive services.

CURRICULA
• Philosophy
• Philosophy and History
• Philosophy and Human Sciences

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are equipped to undertake advanced studies in the fields of philosophical and social analysis and educational counselling. They can also move on to a first-level professional master’s programme dealing with philosophy and philosophical counselling or with educational training and the science of cognition. Possible career fields include:
• Library and archive services
• Human resources
• Communication
• Advertising

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage
Palazzo Malcanton Marcorà, Dorsoduro 3484/D, Venice
campus.umanitico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/ft2
PHILOSOPHY, INTERNATIONAL AND ECONOMIC STUDIES
Language of instruction: 

This programme offers a flexible, international and multidisciplinary education that empowers you to analyse and interpret social, political and economic phenomena because it provides a solid logical-philosophical grounding, a familiarity with international realities and cultures, and a basic knowledge of the tools used to analyse the macroeconomic context, market behaviour and economic factors. The programme allows you to develop a critical understanding of philosophical, political and economic texts as well as the skills you need to be able to gather and communicate information about globalisation and to shape potential solutions for current issues. Thanks to the skills the degree provides, you will be equipped to pursue a wide range of professional careers in various fields, including international economics and international relations.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates may find employment as consultants in the international economics field or practice a profession in international relations with a specialised knowledge of economic-political phenomena and national institutions, working at either the ministerial or regional level, at chambers of commerce, at international institutions (OECD, World Bank, UN, etc.) or at private companies (for example, as an export manager or manager of international relations). Possible career opportunities include:

- Economic expert
- Cultural mediator
- Public governance
- Diplomatic core

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- EU candidates must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of logic and general culture.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of logic and general culture; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE
Double degree with the University of Groningen: Ca’ Foscari issues a special call for applications once a year for this double degree programme.

Do you want to become an expert in the conservation and restoration of cultural heritage? This programme prepares you for this by teaching you how to carry out technical and scientific investigations in order to understand what causes the deterioration of artistic, architectural and archaeological artefacts, to identify the appropriate restoration methodologies and to draw up conservation plans. During the first year, you acquire core competencies in chemistry, physics, mathematics and the history of art; in the second year, you participate in analytical and physical chemistry labs to master dexterity and gain hands-on experience by participating in restoration workshops, which continue in the third year. Upon graduation, you will have acquired an in-depth knowledge of the materials used in art and architecture, the impact that environment and context have on artefacts, and how to apply investigation methodologies in the effort to analyse and understand materials and evaluate their state of conservation.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates can find employment as experts in the diagnostics and conservation of cultural heritage at institutions specialising in cultural heritage management and conservation, as well as local agencies, companies and organisations operating in these fields. Career opportunities can be found in the following contexts:

- Museums and galleries
- Libraries and archives
- Art conservation and restoration
- Arts administration
- Heritage management

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage
Palazzo Malcanton Marcorà
Dorsoduro 3484/D, Venice
campus.umanistico@unive.it
www.unive.it/pise-en

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Molecular Sciences and Nanosystems
Scientific Campus
Via Torino 155, Mestre
campus.scientifico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/ct60
This programme aims to understand social phenomena and sociological dynamics by applying an interdisciplinary approach. Over the course of three years, you gain legal skills (public, private and family law), a knowledge of the historical evolution and social development of society (economic structure, market economy, labour market, inequality, transformations of the family structure and relations, migration, democracy, welfare state), and a background in psychology (individual and collective processes, communication in aid relationships, psychological development and its socio-cultural context, psycho-social unrest, social and occupational psychology). This programme includes an internship supervised by professional social workers. Upon graduation, you will have the qualifications to plan and manage social initiatives.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are trained to perform social work and intervention activities, operate on the territory as part of a network and comply with roles and duties as defined in the professional profile of social work. They may also sit professional licensing examinations that lead to the qualification of social worker. Career opportunities can be found in the following fields:

- Social work
- Rehabilitation and social integration
- Welfare administration
- Education and researcher
- Public administration
- NGOs

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their ability to understand, interpret and comment on texts dealing with contemporary social phenomena and issues.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their ability to understand, interpret and comment on texts dealing with contemporary social phenomena and issues; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.

If you are interested in the experimental sciences, and specifically chemistry and its many applications, this programme is the right choice for you because it teaches you the basics of the field, how to articulate the production of new materials and how to facilitate sustainability. The programme provides you with core competencies in mathematics and physics and a strong theoretical and experimental foundation in chemistry. Workshops bring concepts to life and teach you how to carry out laboratory research. You can also personalise your study plan according to your own interests. Upon graduation, you will have essential know-how regarding the production, transformation, analysis and marketing of traditional and innovative materials with an emphasis on sustainability, environmental protection and safety. You will be equipped to work in the chemical, pharmaceutical, food, biotechnology, energy and new materials industries, or to pursue further education with a master’s degree.

CURRICULA
- Chemical science and technology
- Bio- and Nanomaterials science and technology

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
This programme trains professionals capable of acting as an interface between sustainable production and sustainable development. Their knowledge equips them to produce, transform and sell traditional and advanced products and materials, thus allowing them to contribute to the development of a chemical industry that is both “green” and sustainable. Possible career opportunities include:

- Process and product design and development
- Scientific research consultancy
- Energy development
- Chemical manufacturing
- Chemical information management
- Pharmaceutical, food and environmental services

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of logic and mathematics.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their knowledge of logic and mathematics; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.
### Economics and Management
- Accounting and Finance
- Business Administration
- Economics and Finance
- Economics and Management of Arts and Cultural Activities
- Global Development and Entrepreneurship
- Governance of Public Organizations
- Intercultural Development of Tourism Systems
- Management
- Marketing and Communication

### Languages and Cultures
- Comparative International Relations
- Crossing the Mediterranean: Towards Investment and Integration (MIM)
- Interpreting and Translation for Publishing and for Special Purposes
- European, American and Postcolonial Language and Literature
- Language and Civilization of Asia and Mediterranean Africa
- Language Sciences
- Languages, Economics and Institutions of Asia and North Africa

### Science and Technology
- Computer Science
- Conservation Science and Technology for Cultural Heritage
- Environmental Sciences
- Sciences and Technology of Bio and Nanomaterials
- Sustainable Chemistry and Technologies

### Arts and Humanities
- Ancient Civilisations: Literature, History and Archaeology
- Cultural Anthropology, Ethnology, Anthropological Linguistics
- History and Management of Archival and Bibliographic Heritage
- History from the Middle Age to Present
- History of Arts and Conservation of Artistic Heritage
- Italian Philology and Literature
- Religious Studies

### Public Governance and Social Change
- Governance of Public Organizations
- Work, Social Citizenship and Interculturality

### International Studies and Globalization
- Comparative International Relations
- Crossing the Mediterranean: Towards Investment and Integration (MIM)
- Global Development and Entrepreneurship
- Intercultural Development of Tourism Systems
- Languages, Economics and Institutions of Asia and North Africa
- Management

### Preservation and Management of Cultural Heritage
- Conservation Science and Technology for Cultural Heritage
- Economics and Management of Arts and Cultural Activities
- History of Arts and Conservation of Artistic Heritage

---

**Interdisciplinary programmes appear in more than one study area.**
ADMISSION TO MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMMES

ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS
In order to enrol in a master’s degree programme, you must have successfully completed an undergraduate degree involving at least three years of university study. If you obtained your degree outside Italy – whether you are Italian, an EU citizen or a non-EU citizen – you must undergo an online pre-evaluation of your credentials in order to confirm that you are eligible for admission to your chosen programme of study.

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
Most master’s programmes require you to have a certified minimum B2-level of knowledge (as defined by the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, or CEFR) of your programme’s language of instruction if you are not a native speaker, and Italian-taught programmes generally also require a certified minimum B2-level knowledge of English. To prove your level of Italian, if you are not an EU citizen and you reside outside Italy, you must obtain one of the certificates recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research (MIUR) or take the Italian language test that Ca’ Foscari arranges in Venice shortly before the beginning of the academic year. You can find more information about language requirements on the specific web page of the programme that interests you.

ADMISSION
In order to ensure that you are prepared for graduate studies, a Teaching Committee must assess your educational background and personal experience by evaluating your undergraduate transcript of records and your curriculum vitae. To provide these documents, you simply upload them to Ca’ Foscari’s online application platform at apply.unive.it. If the Teaching Committee’s assessment is positive, applicants to programmes without an admission cap can proceed directly with the enrolment process while those applying to a programme with limited enrolment must take part in a pre-enrolment selection process by taking an entry test:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry test type for limited enrolment programmes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written test in Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EU citizen residing in Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written test in Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EU citizen residing in the EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written test in Italy or oral test via Skype*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EU citizen residing outside the EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral test via Skype</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Depending on visa type

The entry tests yield a ranked list of eligible applicants for each programme. For further details on the specific entrance requirements of the degree programme that interests you, please visit the programme’s web page.

ACTIVE LEARNING CENTRE
Ca’ Foscari’s Active Learning Centre adopts an innovative “learning by doing” approach designed to get master’s degree students actively involved in the production of knowledge. It replaces classroom-based lessons with interactive, experience-oriented, interdisciplinary teaching to promote innovation by tackling real cases in an open, creative context that is both responsive and trust-inspiring. With the support of your lecturers, you embark upon a process of discovery that will make you more self-aware and help you acquire the cross-disciplinary competencies that are so important in today’s workplace. You can participate in the Active Learning Centre’s activities regardless of the master’s degree programme in which you enrol. Some of the centre’s offerings include:

- Active Learning Lab
- Business Management and Criminal Liability for Administrators and Executives
- CFA Fund Management Challenge
- CFA Investment Research Challenge
- Emotional Skills and Individual Development
- Forensic Accounting and Support in Controversy
- Methodologies, Digital Resources and Accounting Tools for Philological Studies
- Workshop on Econometrics
- Workshop on Finance
- Workshop on International Relations and Organizations

ADMISSION TO MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMMES

ACTIVE LEARNING CENTRE

ADMISSION TO MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMMES

ENTRY QUALIFICATIONS
In order to enrol in a master’s degree programme, you must have successfully completed an undergraduate degree involving at least three years of university study. If you obtained your degree outside Italy – whether you are Italian, an EU citizen or a non-EU citizen – you must undergo an online pre-evaluation of your credentials in order to confirm that you are eligible for admission to your chosen programme of study.

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
Most master’s programmes require you to have a certified minimum B2-level of knowledge (as defined by the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, or CEFR) of your programme’s language of instruction if you are not a native speaker, and Italian-taught programmes generally also require a certified minimum B2-level knowledge of English. To prove your level of Italian, if you are not an EU citizen and you reside outside Italy, you must obtain one of the certificates recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research (MIUR) or take the Italian language test that Ca’ Foscari arranges in Venice shortly before the beginning of the academic year. You can find more information about language requirements on the specific web page of the programme that interests you.

ADMISSION
In order to ensure that you are prepared for graduate studies, a Teaching Committee must assess your educational background and personal experience by evaluating your undergraduate transcript of records and your curriculum vitae. To provide these documents, you simply upload them to Ca’ Foscari’s online application platform at apply.unive.it. If the Teaching Committee’s assessment is positive, applicants to programmes without an admission cap can proceed directly with the enrolment process while those applying to a programme with limited enrolment must take part in a pre-enrolment selection process by taking an entry test:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry test type for limited enrolment programmes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written test in Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EU citizen residing in Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written test in Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EU citizen residing in the EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written test in Italy or oral test via Skype*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EU citizen residing outside the EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral test via Skype</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Depending on visa type

The entry tests yield a ranked list of eligible applicants for each programme. For further details on the specific entrance requirements of the degree programme that interests you, please visit the programme’s web page.

ACTIVE LEARNING CENTRE
Ca’ Foscari’s Active Learning Centre adopts an innovative “learning by doing” approach designed to get master’s degree students actively involved in the production of knowledge. It replaces classroom-based lessons with interactive, experience-oriented, interdisciplinary teaching to promote innovation by tackling real cases in an open, creative context that is both responsive and trust-inspiring. With the support of your lecturers, you embark upon a process of discovery that will make you more self-aware and help you acquire the cross-disciplinary competencies that are so important in today’s workplace. You can participate in the Active Learning Centre’s activities regardless of the master’s degree programme in which you enrol. Some of the centre’s offerings include:

- Active Learning Lab
- Business Management and Criminal Liability for Administrators and Executives
- CFA Fund Management Challenge
- CFA Investment Research Challenge
- Emotional Skills and Individual Development
- Forensic Accounting and Support in Controversy
- Methodologies, Digital Resources and Accounting Tools for Philological Studies
- Workshop on Econometrics
- Workshop on Finance
- Workshop on International Relations and Organizations
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Would you like to dive deeper into the study of economics and business with an emphasis on the administrative and financial management of companies of all sizes and diverse business sectors? This programme facilitates this by equipping you with the skills you need to work as an administrative or financial manager, controller, internal auditor, or risk manager. An in-depth study of the legal field also guarantees the necessary skills for the management of extraordinary finance operations and the exercise of professional services. You can put these skills to the test thanks to agreements with Venice’s Order of Chartered Accountants and Accounting Experts and Vicenza’s Order of Labour Consultants. You can start your professional training during your second year and will be exempt from the first session of Italy’s state exams. This programme turns you into an expert in accounting data, planning management control systems, organising financial strategies and auditing business risks. Depending on the curriculum you choose, you can investigate different aspects relating to the profession or internal business management.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

This programme offers an effective grounding for operating within companies and local authorities, holding positions related to corporate accounting and finance including management control. Possible career opportunities include:

- Manager
- Finance and business consultant
- Corporate finance specialist
- Accountant
- Tax professional

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**

- All candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to their chosen curriculum.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to their chosen curriculum; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.

- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

---

**ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE**

*Language of instruction:*

This programme trains you as an expert in philology, ancient literatures, ancient history and archaeology. Depending on the curriculum you choose, you acquire specialised skills and methods in archaeology, ancient art and material culture history, languages and literatures of ancient Greek and Latin civilisations or ancient history (including Greek, Roman and ancient East history). Your academic activities benefit from state-of-the-art technologies and methodologies (e.g., digital humanities), allowing you to access texts and archives online and to use specifically designed analytical software. You can further explore your field of interest through excavation experiences, internships in epigraphy, digital humanities workshops and museum internships. Upon graduation, you will be able to assume a position of responsibility in institutions such as museums, local administration, archives, publishing houses, or obtain teaching qualifications for middle and secondary schools.

**CURRICULA**

- Ancient Philology, Literatures and History
- Archaeology

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Depending on their chosen curriculum, graduates are prepared for managerial positions at such institutions as archaeological superintendence offices, museums, offices in charge of cataloguing, documentation and restoration, and excavation associations or cooperatives. Potential career opportunities include:

- Public administration manager
- Archeologist
- Historian

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**

- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

---

**ANCIENT CIVILISATIONS: LITERATURE, HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY**

*Language of instruction:*
Do you want to work in an SME (small or medium-sized enterprise) or as a freelance consultant by focusing your studies on corporate and sustainability issues? This programme provides you with a wide range of skills as well as economic and managerial knowledge. By choosing this degree, you can complete an internship or gain practical business experience through active training projects. You also will be eligible to apply for a double degree with the Universität Hohenheim in Stuttgart, Germany.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are equipped to take on managerial and development responsibilities in a host of different contexts. Career opportunities can be found in the following fields:
• Public administration management and supervision
• Human resources management
• Workplace organisation
• Business economics consultancy
• International projects/operations management
• New market development
• Area or export management

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• All candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
• EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to their chosen curriculum.
• Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to their chosen curriculum.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE
Double Degree with Universität Hohenheim Stuttgart (Germany): at the end of their studies, students obtain a Laurea Magistrale in Economia e gestione delle aziende from Ca’ Foscari and Master of Science in International Business and Economics (M. Sc.) or Master of Science in Management (M. Sc.) from Universität Hohenheim. Ca’ Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Management
San Giobbe Campus, Cannaregio 873, Venice
campus.economico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/em6

COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
This degree is the only international relations programme in Italy that combines the study of languages and foreign cultures, law and international economics. It immerses you in linguistic and cultural studies regarding Europe, Asia and the Atlantic world, which Ca’ Foscari has done since its founding. The curriculum offers solid linguistic training, legal knowledge and economics courses as well as in-depth comparative studies on the political, cultural, geographic and sociological fields through study programmes on specific geopolitical areas. The skills you gain will allow you to assume a position of responsibility in international offices and organisations, private companies that operate in the international market, public administration and territorial entities, national and international organisations in international corporations, in consular offices, institutions, entities, agencies and foundations.

CURRICULA
• Americas
• East Asia
• Eastern Europe
• Mediterranean
• Global studies

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates will be able to find employment with businesses and organizations operating in international markets, with local government and regional bodies, and with national and international institutes, agencies, foundations and study centres. Career opportunities can be found in the following fields, among others:
• Image management
• Public relations consultancy
• Journalism and broadcasting
• International marketing
• Public service

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
• For the Global Studies curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of English is required; for the other curricula, a certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies
Palazzo Cosulich
Dorsoduro 1405, Venice
didattica.dslcc@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/lm60
This English-taught programme offers you a broad spectrum of knowledge and skills regarding the methods, tools and enabling technologies employed in the management and analysis of large amounts of data. The degree teaches you statistical techniques, machine learning and how to design reliable software with a particular focus on security, correctness and performance. The two curricula available prepare you for employment in the rapidly growing industrial sectors of production and services, particularly Big Data & Analytics, Cybersecurity, Cloud and IoT. After completing the programme, you will be proficient in software design, data management and analysis, informatics systems and computer networks. Several Italian professional associations have celebrated the programme’s excellence.

**CURRICULA**
- Data Management and Analytics
- Software Dependability and Cyber Security

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates have the skills required for working in the fields of software construction and data analysis and can seek employment with manufacturing companies dealing with information systems and processor networks and with companies, local authorities and laboratories that employ complex information systems and analysis methods at both the national and international levels. Possible career opportunities include:
- Software analyst and developer
- Information security specialist
- System analysis
- System administrator

This programme is taught entirely in English and trains experts in cultural heritage conservation with a strong interdisciplinary approach (chemistry, physics, biology, computer science, geology) and emphasises hands-on experience with innovative conservation technologies. At the end of the programme, you will possess the qualifications you need to become a conservation scientist, a technical and scientific expert in the conservation of cultural heritage. You will be able to design and use new restoration and conservation technologies, develop and design prevention and maintenance projects and carry out investigations of artefacts in a conservational context.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates can find employment with public and private organizations as well as businesses and laboratories specializing in restoration and conservation. They can also carry on with their studies at the doctoral level in chemical science. Possible career opportunities include:
- Museum technician
- Restorer
- Cultural consultant
- Restoration technology development

**ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics
Scientific Campus
Via Torino 155, Mestre
campus.scientifico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/cm9

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics
Scientific Campus
Via Torino 155, Mestre
campus.scientifico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/cm60
Offered jointly with the Université Paul-Valéry Montpellier 3 (UPVM) and in collaboration with the Université de Strasbourg, Sousse and Meknès, this master’s degree programme gives you an in-depth knowledge of the countries along the south shore of the Mediterranean and their interaction with Europe. The two years of study take place between Italy, France, Tunisia or Morocco and provide you with interdisciplinary skills related to the study of migration in the Mediterranean and intercultural mediation, historical and social skills, qualitative and quantitative analysis tools, field research techniques, the analysis of collected data and European planning skills. An emphasis is placed on developing your linguistic skills, in particular Hebrew, Arabic and Moroccan. The degree also includes an internship, allowing you to acquire work experience in the field or carry out independent research. The programme is taught in English and French. Upon completing your studies, you receive a double diploma awarded by both Ca’ Foscari and UPVM. With the skills you obtain in this plurilingual and multicultural context, you can establish yourself in diverse professional fields, from sustainable planning to Euro-Mediterranean cooperation. You can also work in the organisation and promotion of cultural events, social and educational activities, or the development of sustainable tourism. In each of these fields, MIM graduates can rely on excellent training and a deep understanding of the role and impact of planning in a geopolitical area that is as rich and delicate as the Mediterranean.

CURRICULA
There are no curricula. The study path comprises three modules organized at the partner universities involved (Ca’ Foscari, UPVM), a fourth module organized either at a university in Maghreb (Sousse/Meknès) or at the University of Strasbourg and a three-month internship.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are trained to be communication specialists (press, television, cinema, social networks, editorial consultancy), transcultural intermediation experts working for cultural associations and organisations, socio-political experts working for think-tanks tackling Mediterranean issues. Career opportunities can therefore be found in the following contexts:

- Design and promotion of sustainable development projects
- Euro-Mediterranean cooperation
- Social, cultural, economic and tourism consultancy
- Promotion of cultural exchange and cooperation

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of English and a certified B1-level knowledge of French are required.

For further information on the application process, please consult the programme web page at www.mastermimplus.eu.
This programme is offered jointly with the University of Padua and explores the new challenges linked to the phenomena of migration, delocalisation, postcolonial and neocolonial contexts, and the cultural impact of diversity. The programme provides you with skills that are becoming increasingly relevant in our multi-ethnic society, which is undergoing urbanization and facing increasing migration, impoverishment and the resulting defence and land claims movements. Thanks to the skills and experience you gain, you will be able to assume a position of responsibility in public institutions or international organisations, NGOs, museums, libraries or archives. You will also have the potential to collaborate with institutions offering social, educational and health services in planning and analysing strategies, and international cooperation and development, particularly with regard to migration and intercultural communication.

**CURRICULUM**
- Demo-ethno-anthropological Studies
- Eastern Studies
- Historic-Geographic Studies subdivided into two courses, Historic and Geographic

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates are ready for employment with governmental agencies, international organisations and NGOs and other institutions involved in: the enhancement of cultural heritage; social, educational, health care and school services; or regional planning, co-operation and development, with a special focus on immigration issues. Possible career opportunities include:
- Anthropologist
- Linguist or philologist
- Museum and cultural event curator
- Journalist

Would you like to become an economist, work in institutions supporting market regulators, become a risk manager or specialise in economic-financial consultancy? This course offers different curricula to sharpen your economic and financial knowledge: the quantitative economics curriculum, taught entirely in English, allows you to study abroad with the Erasmus Mundus program, while the other curriculum (one in Italian and one in English) focuses on the finance sector, preparing you to launch a career in financial markets, in the main areas of banking, finance and insurance management (for example, loans, finance, treasuries, securities, organising, planning, and internal controls) or in the management of financial investments. Thanks to the economic and financial interpretative tools the programme provides, you will be capable of assuming a position of responsibility both in private companies and in Italian or international public organisations.

**CURRICULA**
- Economics – QEM
- Economics and Finance
- Finance

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates will acquire the necessary knowledge to find employment at financial institutions and to operate as professional managers, analysts, consultants and brokers. Possible career opportunities include:
- Economic systems specialist
- Business economics specialist
- Corporate Finance analyst
- Market regulation specialist
- International business and finance consultant
- Banking
- Insurance expert
- Business analyst
- Financial analyst

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Humanities
Palazzo Malcanton Marcorà Dorsoduro 3484/D, Venice campus.umanistico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/fm10
Do you want to work in the field of artistic heritage and cultural management? This programme trains you to understand the nature and processes of cultural production, interconnecting the professional worlds of management and culture. The lectures, teaching approach and structure of this programme allow you to identify and exploit new connections between culture and business by exploring the exciting relationship between creativity and innovation. You can also apply the knowledge the degree provides by taking advantage of internship opportunities that prepare you to enter the work force.

CURRICULA
• Economics and Management of Arts and Cultural Activities
• Arts Management

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates can pursue careers as managers responsible for the planning and organization of cultural activities and events with companies, cultural institutions and government agencies. Possible career opportunities can be found in the following fields:
• Cultural projects management
• Conservation and enhancement of the arts
• Communications
• Arts management
• Economic consulting

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
• For the Economics (QEM) Curriculum and Finance Curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of English is required; for the Economics and Finance curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B2-level knowledge of English are required.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREES AVAILABLE
Double degree with the Stevens Institute of Technology (USA): Ca’ Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Economics
San Giobbe Campus, Cannaregio 873, Venice
campus.economico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/em20

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
• For the Economics and Management of Arts curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.
• For the Arts Management curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE
Double degree with the Universidad Nacional de San Martín (Argentina): At the end of the course, the chosen students will have obtained both a Master’s in Economics and Management of Arts and Cultural Activities and Especialización en gestión cultural y políticas culturales at the Universidad Nacional de San Martín.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage
Palazzo Malcanton Marcorà
Dorsoduro 3484/D, Venice
campus.umastico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/em3
This programme provides you with an elevated qualification and specialisation in the following fields: the application of investigative methodologies and the design of recovery operations and environmental rehabilitation; the evaluation of environmental resources; the regional management and planning of coastal marine systems; the evaluation and management of climate change issues and the dynamics of the Earth system; and environmental interest technologies and cleaner products and processes. The programme offers three distinct curricula: Global Environmental Change (entirely taught in English); Control and Environmental Rehabilitation; and Evaluation and Management of Environmental Systems. The programme incorporates both laboratory and field experiments of an interdisciplinary nature and offers international internship opportunities. Upon graduation, you will have the necessary skills to assume a position as a highly qualified specialist or consultant in different industries or to work in international environmental protection.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates are highly qualified specialists capable of tackling the prevention, diagnosis and resolution of environmental issues thanks to their multidisciplinary skill set. They are equipped to assume positions of responsibility in project and facilities management. Possible career opportunities include:
- Environmental change expert
- Agriculture and forestry management expert
- Geologist
- Biologist
- Botanist
- Ecologist
- Zoologist

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements. For the Global Environmental Change curriculum, a certified B2-level knowledge of English is required; for the other curricula, a certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

**DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE**
Joint Master's degree in Sustainable Development with Karl-Franzens Universität Graz (Austria), Leipzig University (Germany), Utrecht University (Netherlands), Basel University (Switzerland), Hiroshima University (Japan), Stellenbosch University (South Africa) and Teri University (India) are additional partner universities. The selection procedure is managed by a consortium through a dedicated portal.
This programme allows you to deepen your knowledge and understanding of the languages, literatures, and cultures of European and American postcolonial countries according to the curriculum you choose: American, French, German, Iberian, Slavic and Balkan Studies. During your studies, you will develop an advanced knowledge of the history of literary language and the culture of the studied civilisations and gain a strong competence in one of the languages that you study. Thanks to collaborations with foreign universities that allow you to obtain joint degrees or double diplomas, the programme is markedly international in nature. At the end of your degree, you can pursue further studies or assume positions in the field of Italian and international entrepreneurship in public and private institutions.

LANGUAGES
Albanian, Anglo-American, Czech, English, French, German, Modern Greek, Polish, Portuguese and Brazilian, Romanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish.

CURRICULA
Literatures and Cultures
Concentrations:
• American Studies
• English Studies
• French Studies
• German Studies
• Iberian Studies
• Slavic and Balkan Studies

English and American Literary and Cultural Studies (joint degree)
Concentrations:
• Literary Studies
• Cultural Studies (double degree)
Please check the admission procedure on the programme web page.

Estudios Ibéricos e Iberoamericanos (double degree)
Please check the admission procedure on the programme web page.

Etudes Françaises et Francophones (double degree)
Please check the admission procedure on the programme web page.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Thanks to the skills and knowledge the programme provides, graduates are prepared to continue their academic career with a doctoral degree or to seek employment with national or international businesses and at public and private institutions and organisations. Career opportunities can be pursued in the following fields:
• Image management and public relations consultancy
• Interpreting
• Translation
• Linguistic/philological research or consultancy
• Archives
• Libraries
• Museum curation

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
• Each joint and double degree has its own distinct admissions procedure: for more information, visit the relevant programme web page.
• For the language requirements of each curriculum or double/joint degree programme, please check the relevant programme web page.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREES AVAILABLE
• Double degree in “Estudios Ibéricos e Iberoamericanos” with the Universidad Nacional del Litoral (Argentina)
• Double degree with the Université Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris 3 (France) or Humboldt-Universität – Berlin (Germany)
• Double degree with the Universidad de Huelva (Spain)
• Double degree with the Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo (Brazil)
• Double degree with the Universidad de Sevilla (Spain)

At the end of their studies, students receive a Laurea Magistrale in lingue e letterature europee, americane e postcoloniali from Ca’ Foscari University of Venice and one of the following, depending on the double degree selected: Licenciatura en Letras from Universidad Nacional del Litoral; Master européen en Études Françaises et Francophones from one of the partner universities; Máster en Literaturas europea y enseñanza de lenguas (LEEL) from the Universidad de Huelva; Mestrado em Letras (Programa de Pós-Graduação em Letras) from the Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo; Máster Universitario en Estudios Hispánicos Superiores from the Universidad de Sevilla.

European joint master’s degree in English and American Studies with the Otto-Friedrich Universität – Bamberg (Germany); Karl-Franzens Universität – Graz (Austria); Pécsi Tudományegyetem – Pécs (Hungary); Université Paris Diderot – Paris 7 (France). The selection procedure is managed by a consortium through a dedicated portal.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies
Ca’ Foscari, Dorsoduro 1075, Venice
didattica.dslcc@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/lm3
If you are passionate about the complex mechanisms of the global market or if you have an entrepreneurial spirit, this programme will put you on the right path. Taught entirely in English, it offers you the tools you need to engage with international markets, especially emerging ones, and to understand business growth processes in an international context. The programme gives you the opportunity to meet and learn from successful entrepreneurs and the directors of Italian and foreign companies. You can also gain international experience by applying to carry out a double degree with the École Management Strasbourg in France. The programme provides study grants for entering the work force thanks to the Luciano Iglesias Foundation.

CURRICULA
• Global Markets
• Entrepreneurship

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates can pursue careers as experts in international markets, foreign sales managers, export managers, managers in charge of finance, control and business accounting, venture capitalists and entrepreneurs. Employment opportunities can be found in the following fields:
• Commercialisation and promotion of goods and services
• Commercialisation of information technology and communication
• Purchasing of goods and services
• Market analysis
• Economic systems analysis

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
• A certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE
Double degree with the École Management Strasbourg (France): Graduates obtain a Master’s Degree in International & European Business. Ca’ Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
School of Economics, Languages and Entrepreneurship
Riviera Santa Margherita 76, Treviso
campus.treviso@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/em12

GOVERNANCE OF PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS
Language of instruction: IT

This interdisciplinary degree provides you with theoretical and technical skills in economics, management, law, and organisational and quantitative approaches in order to equip you to work with local, Italian and international public bodies and organisations as well as with the private businesses that work in collaboration with them. You will be given the chance to put your newly acquired skills and knowledge to the test thanks to internship opportunities and workshops with top-level professionals.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
The highly multidisciplinary education graduates receive enables them to carry out professional duties and tasks with confidence and autonomy, thereby giving the access to high-profile professional and managerial roles at any public administration institution. Graduates can also find employment with private-sector businesses and organisations dealing with social issues that work in collaboration with public administrative bodies. Career opportunities can be sought in the following contexts:
• Public service agencies
• NGOs
• International organizations
• Economic and financial consulting
• Legal consulting
• Human resources management
• Public administration management

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
• A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B2-level knowledge of English are required.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Economics, San Giobbe Campus
Cannaregio 873, Venice
campus.economico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/em11
This programme is offered jointly with the University of Padua and trains you to be an archivist or librarian by providing you with an in-depth academic understanding of the treatment of the various materials conserved in archives, libraries and documentation centres. The programme’s educational approach addresses theoretical, practical and methodological issues, and teaches you methods for the dissemination, enhancement and communication of archival and bibliographic information as well as how to use the main software and electronic communication tools employed in the archival and library sciences. The degree provides all of the skills and knowledge you need for positions of responsibility in both public and private archives, libraries and documentation centres.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are prepared to take on managerial positions at institutions and organisations involved with the production, management, conservation, enhancement or communication of archival and bibliographic heritage. Career opportunities can be sought in the following fields:

- Museum curation and management
- Library and archive services
- Publishing and journalism
- Government agencies
- Public and private organizations focused on archival and bibliographic heritage
- Research and education

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

This programme provides the skills you need to become a historian or a curator in an archive, library or museum by exploring the history of cultures and religions as well as anthropology and sociology. Once enrolled, you can also apply for one of the three joint degrees offered in France and Argentina. The programme equips you with a complete knowledge of reading methodologies, preparing you to analyse different types of literary, documentary, archival, iconographic and monumental materials as well as the survey techniques of studies focusing on primary sources. These skills are essential for professional training in the fields of communication, teaching and the dissemination of academic knowledge, and the programme helps to further their development with workshops organised in museums, archives and libraries.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates can employ the knowledge and skills acquired through the programme by seeking employment of a variety of kinds. Possible career paths include:

- Historian
- Museum curator
- Publisher
- Journalist or writer
- Researcher or teacher
- Archive specialist

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE
Double degree with the Université de Rouen (France): At the end of their studies, students receive a Laurea Magistrale in Storia dal medioevo all’età contemporanea from Ca’ Foscari University of Venice and a Master Histoire, spécialité Sciences Historiques from the Université de Rouen. Ca’ Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.
Since the conservation of artistic heritage requires a well-rounded education involving an in-depth knowledge of artistic phenomena, this programme provides you with a thorough familiarity with the history of art and artistic techniques from the Middle Ages to the modern day while enabling you to choose a specialisation based on your own personal interests. Educational activities, often taking the form of interactive seminars, equip you to carry out rich analyses of focused aspects of the history of art. The programme also gives you the opportunity to discover and gain experience in important cultural institutions through internships. And thanks to the skills the programme provides, you will be able to assume positions of responsibility in cultural heritage studies, conservation and management contexts, as well as in cataloguing, cultural event/exhibition organisation and the design of cultural and educational activities.

**CURRICULUM**
- Medieval and Byzantine
- Modern
- Contemporary

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates are equipped to assume managerial positions at public and private institutions involved in the study, classification, safeguarding, conservation, enhancement and management of historical artistic heritage. Possible career opportunities include:
- Historian
- Art expert
- Museum curator
- Artistic director

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

---

It is impossible to imagine a better setting than Venice for carrying out interdisciplinary studies dedicated to the exploration of the increasingly complex demands of the tourism market. This programme trains you to become an expert in the development and intercultural promotion of tourism systems and markets by building your theoretical and applied knowledge through engaging workshops and internships. Thanks to the interdisciplinary nature of the course, you acquire the skills you need to establish yourself as an expert in the international tourism market.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates can find employment with companies, tourism organizations, local governments, consortia and consulting companies operating in the tourism sector or launch out on their own as tourism entrepreneurs. Possible career opportunities include:
- Tourism consultant
- Destination manager
- Web marketing manager
- Advertising copywriter
- Technical text editor
- Image and public relations consultant
- Event organisation consultant
- Local systems developer
- Promotion consultant

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

---

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage
Palazzo Malcanton Marcorà
Dorsoduro 3484/D, Venice
campus.umanistico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/fm9

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Economics
San Giobbe Campus, Cannaregio 873, Venice
campus.economico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/em9
Unique in Italy, this programme integrates translation skills, interpretation skills and a combination of Chinese- or Spanish-to-English with Chinese- or Spanish-to-Italian in the same curriculum. The degree helps you learn the techniques and methodologies employed in professional interpretation and specialised literary translation, as well as how to use IT tools for assisted translation. You will tackle the most diverse linguistic-literary and socio-cultural issues with a comparative and intercultural approach and learn to analyse and translate technical, literary, editorial and multimedia texts. You also learn how to do liaison interpreting, consecutive and chuchotage (whispered) interpreting and company visits, as well as how to manage complex technical professional projects. In addition to providing a wealth of technical skills, these activities aim to deepen your understanding of the intercultural and interlinguistic dynamics in which you will find yourself working after graduation.

CURRICULA
• Chinese-English
• Spanish-English

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates can seek employment with international companies and organizations or translation agencies in a variety of capacities. Career opportunities can be found in a variety of fields, including:
• Interpreting
• Translation
• Cross-linguistic communication and advertising

CONTACT INFORMATION:
School of Economics, Languages and Entrepreneurship
Riviera Santa Margherita 76, Treviso
campus.treviso@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/lm7

INTERPRETING AND TRANSLATION FOR PUBLISHING AND FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES
Language of instruction: 
This programme facilitates the in-depth study of linguistics, philology and literature since the Middle Ages with a focus on the development of a critical knowledge of primary, literary and archival sources. There are two curricula to choose from: Medieval and Renaissance Period; and Modern and Contemporary Period. You can also apply to carry out a double degree in Italian Studies (Italian Studies) with the Goethe-Universität, which allows students to study in both Venice and Frankfurt. The programme provides you with specialised skills in linguistics and philology, archival and library science, managing and organising publishing, and cultural activities, thereby allowing you to pursue a career in the fields of production, publishing and conservation of books and journals.

CURRICULA
• Medieval and Renaissance Period
• Modern and Contemporary Period

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are equipped to seek employment in the teaching sector, with Italian and foreign cultural organizations and institutions and in the fields of publishing and communications. Possible career opportunities include:
• Editor for advertising
• Linguist or philologist
• Librarian
• Archive professional
• Journalist or writer

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Department of Humanities
Palazzo Malcanton Marcorà
Dorsoduro 3484/D, Venice
campus.umanistico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/fm4

ITALIAN PHILOLOGY AND LITERATURE
Language of instruction: 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
• Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
• A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE
Double degree with the Goethe-Universität (Germany). Ca' Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.
This programme offers you an advanced command of one of a range of foreign languages, including Albanian, Arabic, Czech, English, French, German, Italian Sign Language (LIS, including tactile sign language), modern Greek, Polish, Portuguese and Brazilian Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian and Spanish. Depending on the curriculum you choose, you focus on a different area of study by applying an in-depth comparative approach: the themes and teaching tools for teaching Italian to foreigners and foreign languages to Italians; advanced research tools for the analysis of language disorders and linguistic acquisition in case of deafness and bilingualism; the formal analysis of language; new technologies for the study of languages and linguistics; and culture and literature in the different phases of their development and the historical-diachronic evolution of your focal language. The modules are taught in multiple languages, including your chosen language of specialisation and English. You can also strengthen your expertise in specific areas of language studies, such as the teaching of foreign languages and Italian as a foreign language, the psychology of development and learning applied to language, computer science and information processing systems in language processing, linguistic analysis of speech and deafness disorders, the most advanced linguistic theories and the study of competence and processing in typical and atypical situations (eye tracking).

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies
Ca' Bembo, Dorsoduro 1075, Venice
didattica.dslcc@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/lm5

**LANGUAGE SCIENCES**
Languages of instruction: Albanian, Arabic, Czech, English, French, German, Modern Greek, Hebrew, Italian Sign Language (LIS), Polish, Portuguese/Brazilian, Romanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish.

**CURRICULA**
- English Linguistics (Double Degree)
- Language Sciences

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates are prepared for work in linguistic education, international cooperation and international institutions and public services related to cross-cultural communication. Possible career opportunities include:
- Translator
- Interpreter
- Linguist or philologist
- Language teacher
- Media researcher
- Consultant for multimedia publishing and communication
- Italian Sign Language expert
- Researcher

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- The English Linguistics curriculum has a separate admission procedure; please see the programme web page for details.
- The Language Sciences path requires a certified B2-level knowledge of English.
- For the other paths and curricula, a certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

**DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREES AVAILABLE**
European joint master English and American Studies: Otto-Friedrich Universität – Bamberg (Germany); Karl-Franzens Universität – Graz (Austria); Pécsi Tudományegyetem – Pécs (Hungary); Université Paris Diderot – Paris 7 (France). The selection procedure is managed by a consortium through a dedicated portal.

Double degree with the Goethe-Universität (Germany). Ca' Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.
This programme allows you to achieve proficiency in an Asian or North African language and helps you acquire an in-depth knowledge of the economic, legal, historical and political aspects of the relevant geographical area. You will also acquire a knowledge of sociolinguistic and communication processes as well as a familiarity with IT and electronic means of communication.

**LANGUAGES**
- Arabic, Chinese/English, Chinese, Japanese.

**CURRICULA**
- Language, Politics and Economics in Arabic countries
- Language and Management to China
- Language, Societies and Institutions of Contemporary China
- Language, Economics and Institutions of Japan

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- For the language requirements of each curriculum, please check the programme web page.
- For all curricula, a certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

**DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREE AVAILABLE**
Master’s degree in Teaching Chinese to Speakers of Other Languages with Capital Normal University (Beijing, People’s Republic of China). Ca’ Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates can find employment with businesses and financial institutions operating in Asian and North African markets, with national and international public organisations, with volunteer facilities and institutions operating in cooperation with these and in development sectors. Possible career opportunities include:
- Interpreter
- Translator
- Technical editor
- Linguist or philologist
- Researcher and educator
- Journalist
- Economic systems specialist
- Market regulation specialist
- Economic planning specialist
- Economic and financial consultant

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their general knowledge of economics and history.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates their general knowledge of economics and history; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- For all curricula, a certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.
Do you want to work in a business or an organisation that deals with global markets every day? Do you want to become an expert in marketing and innovation or in finance and administration to fulfil your business potential in international organisations? This programme offers three distinct curricula in the field of management studies, each focusing on a different area of knowledge and expertise, to help you achieve these goals. The Accounting and Finance Curriculum trains experts in accounting data, planning management control systems, finance strategies and auditing business risk. The International Management Curriculum equips you with the knowledge and skills required for managing businesses. The third curriculum, entitled Innovation and Marketing, provides the tools needed to plan and manage marketing and communications activities, including branding, print and online advertising and public relations. Once enrolled, you also have the opportunity to apply for a double degree with prestigious foreign university partners, such as the Universität Hohenheim in Stuttgart, Germany, and the École Supérieure de Commerce de Paris–Europe.

**CURRICULA**
- Accounting and Finance
- Innovation and Marketing
- International Management

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Depending on the curriculum, there are many different career paths a graduate can choose. Some of the most popular professions include:
- Corporate finance specialist
- Accountant
- Tax professional

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- All candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to their chosen curriculum.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to their chosen curriculum; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.

**DOUBLE/JOINT DEGREES AVAILABLE**
- Double degree with the Universität Hohenheim Stuttgart (Germany):
  At the end of their studies, students obtain a Laurea Magistrale in Economia e gestione delle aziende from Ca’ Foscari and a Master’s Degree in Science in International Business and Economics (MSc) from the Universität Hohenheim. Ca’ Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.
- Double degree with the Stevens Institute of Technology (USA): Students can obtain a master’s degree in Management at Ca’ Foscari and a master’s degree in Financial Analytics from the Stevens Institute. Ca’ Foscari issues a yearly call for applications for this double degree programme.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
Department of Management
San Giobbe Campus, Cannaregio 873, Venice
campus.economico@unive.it
www.unive.it/degree/em13
Do you want to become a manager in the marketing and communication field? If so, this programme helps you acquire the communication skills you need and provides opportunities for professional development through targeted workshops and internships at marketing and communications firms. In fact, this programme complements traditional classroom lectures with a particularly long internship period in order to emphasise the importance of practical professional development and hands-on learning. Once enrolled, you can also apply for a double degree with the École Supérieure de Commerce de Paris-Europe (if you have completed the bachelor’s degree in Economics and Business at Ca’ Foscari).

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates can find employment as product managers, brand managers, category managers, sales and marketing managers of companies specializing in goods and services, account managers in advertising, market research and marketing and communications consultants. Additional career opportunities include:
- International commercialisation of goods and services
- Information technology specialist
- Communication consultant
- Market analyst
- Image and public relations consultant

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- All candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to the field of study.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to the field of study; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

**MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION**
Language of instruction: IT

**PHILOSOPHICAL SCIENCES**
Language of instruction: IT

This programme develops and hones all of the skills you need in order to explore and analyse important philosophical and epistemological issues, especially through discussion and debate. There are two curricula available: the Philosophy curriculum builds your theoretical, ethical, historical and philosophical knowledge and skills, while the Educational Counselling and Training curriculum helps you discover and explore educational training processes in a social context as well as develop pedagogical tools. Over the course of the programme, you learn how to analyse topical issues through the application of philosophical reasoning in order to evaluate the relevant aspects and cultural traditions of the sciences and the arts, and of communication and language. The programme emphasises the pairing of methodological and pedagogical know-how with practical education science skills.

**CURRICA**
- Philosophy
- Educational Counselling and Training

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- All candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- EU citizens must take a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to the field of study.
- Non-EU citizens must take either an oral entry test via Skype or a written entry test in Italy that evaluates both a general knowledge of economics and specific knowledge relevant to the field of study; for more information, write to welcome@unive.it.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**
Graduates are equipped to carry on to advanced studies in the fields of philosophical and social analysis and educational counselling. They can also pursue a first-level professional master’s programme dealing with philosophy and philosophical counselling or with the science of cognition and educational training. Career opportunities can be found in the following fields:
- Education and research
- Publishing and advertising
- Human resources
- Philosophy
- Journalism
- Law
- Business consultancy
- Libraries and archives

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION**
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of Italian and a certified B1-level knowledge of English are required.
Offered jointly with the University of Padua, this master’s degree trains you to be a religious studies specialist with a strong understanding of socio-anthropological analysis. Equipping you with the ability to interpret texts, languages, historical events and cultures, it deepens your understanding of the religions of the Mediterranean, the Middle East, India and Eastern Asia. The programme of study places special emphasis on the philological-linguistic skills fundamental to the direct reading of texts and allows for the critical study of sources in order to provide you with a thorough understanding of religions.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates can find employment at both public and private institutions as social workers or as experts in inter-religious relations and communications or multi-confessional social contexts. They may also assume positions of responsibility at Italian and international research centres focusing on religion or in religious publishing. Career opportunities can be sought in the following fields:

- Research on religion and theology
- Education
- Specialized publishing
- Journalism
- Public service

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are prepared to work in all of the technical areas of companies that deal with the manufacturing, processing and development of both structured and functional bio/nanomaterials. Possible career opportunities include:

- Chemist
- Chemical information management specialist
- Industrial and commercial consultant
- Specialist consultancy
- Researcher

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of English is required.
This programme prepares you for social work, social services and social politics by combining a high-level cultural education with advanced professional training. Over the course of your studies, you develop a strong ability to analyse and interpret social phenomena, especially inequality, social discomfort and processes of exclusion, the social "new rich" and the vulnerable groups that are generated by these contexts, the social rights of citizens and the transformation of welfare, migration and intercultural relations, questions of gender and generalisations, and participation and active citizenship as elements of social innovation. Thanks to a series of focused workshops with professionals, you acquire innovative methodologies related to social initiatives. A 250-hour internship, which you carry out either in Italy or abroad, is an integral part of the programme. The skills you gain from the degree equip you to pursue a career in project planning, research, analysis and social initiatives in organisations and institutions operating in the fields of social work, interculturality, social services, labour policy and social and health services.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are prepared for employment in the areas of planning, research, analysis and intervention with bodies, administrative entities and institutions operating in the fields of social work and social and health services. They may also work in the processing and implementation of social equity policies, initiatives and measures aimed at fighting conditions of social discrimination and exclusion, and in creating and developing projects for the social inclusion and integration of immigrant populations. Career opportunities can be sought in the following fields:
- Public administration management
- Sociology research
- Social work
- Social programme management
- Healthcare
- Education

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND ADMISSION
- Candidates must be assessed to confirm their possession of the minimum curricular and experiential requirements.
- A certified B2-level knowledge of both Italian and English is required.
WHAT IS A DOCTORAL PROGRAMME?
The doctoral degree (PhD) is the highest university qualification that a student can obtain. In Europe it generally lasts three years and involves on-campus study under close supervision as well as professional training and e-learning activities. A doctoral degree is awarded to a candidate who has submitted a thesis or dissertation that is the culmination of extensive original research in the candidate’s chosen field.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
In order to be a qualified candidate, you must already have a master’s degree and a relevant academic background in your chosen field of study. You must also have a certified B2-level knowledge of the language of instruction (as per the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, or CEFR). Depending on the doctoral programme that interest you, there may also be additional entry requirements.

HOW TO APPLY
In the spring, Ca’ Foscari puts out a call for applications providing a detailed explanation of the application and selection procedures. To be admitted to a doctoral programme, you must participate in a public selection process that entails the evaluation of their academic qualifications as well as an oral and/or written exam. This selection process yields a ranked list of eligible candidates.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL AID
Almost without exception, the candidates deemed eligible as a result of the public selection process are offered a doctoral scholarship.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
PhD Office
San Sebastiano,
Dorsoduro 1686, 30123 Venice, Italy
www.unive.it/graduateschool-en
phd.office@unive.it
ECONOMICS

This doctoral programme offers advanced training in economics and finance, providing you with the necessary tools for conducting original research for your doctoral dissertation on socio-economic systems or financial markets. Various specialisations are offered with a focus on both microeconomic analyses (for example, how economic agents behave, how markets and economic organisations work, how economic policy affects economic outcomes) and macroeconomic analyses (for example, issues regarding economic cycles, unemployment, inflation, trade and forecasts and expectations of financial markets).

www.unive.it/phdeconomics

MANAGEMENT

This doctoral degree offers an international study programme that is designed to train you in different areas of management studies, including: organisational economics and game theory, innovation and entrepreneurship, organisation theory and design, human resource skills and management, marketing, accounting regulation, strategic management, cultural management, behavioural economics, business history, corporate finance and sustainability.

www.unive.it/phdmanagement

SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

This doctoral programme was established in collaboration with the Euro-Mediterranean Centre on Climate Change, a world leader in international climate change research. The programme provides you with a broad yet thorough background in economics and equips you to carry out original and innovative research on themes regarding the dynamics of climate change and the methodologies and techniques used in its evaluation and management in terms of mitigation and adaptation measures and policy.

www.unive.it/phdclimatechange

HUMANITIES

ANCIENT HERITAGE STUDIES

This doctoral programme explores all aspects of antiquity and is designed to develop and facilitate your use of specific methodologies and techniques in the study of monuments and texts through the exploration of a broad range of themes and disciplines associated with the historical and interpretive challenges they pose.

www.unive.it/ancient-heritage

HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES

This programme is designed to prepare you with exceptional research skills for the study of the historical phenomena that have shaped European society from the Middle Ages through to present day.

www.unive.it/historical-geographical-anthropologic-studies

HISTORY OF ARTS

This doctoral degree explores the history of art in all of its possible meanings. The programme places an emphasis on the valorisation of artistic-cultural, territorial and environmental heritage.

www.unive.it/history-arts

ITALIAN STUDIES

This doctoral programme provides you with the skills and knowledge required to study Italian texts from all periods as well as works in other languages that were penned in similar historical, geographical and cultural contexts.

www.unive.it/italian-studies

PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE EDUCATION

This doctoral programme intertwines traditionally distinct yet culturally convergent avenues of research by combining the study of philosophical reasoning with the exploration of the social, psychological, cognitive and educational sciences.

www.unive.it/philosophy-educational-sciences

LAW, MARKET AND PERSON

This doctoral programme aims to provide you with the education and experience to become a legal expert specialised in understanding and interpreting contemporary European law as the result of the interaction between national and international factors and dynamics.

www.unive.it/law-market-person

ANCIENT HERITAGE STUDIES

This doctoral programme explores all aspects of antiquity and is designed to develop and facilitate your use of specific methodologies and techniques in the study of monuments and texts through the exploration of a broad range of themes and disciplines associated with the historical and interpretive challenges they pose.

www.unive.it/ancient-heritage

HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES

This programme is designed to prepare you with exceptional research skills for the study of the historical phenomena that have shaped European society from the Middle Ages through to present day.

www.unive.it/historical-geographical-anthropologic-studies

HISTORY OF ARTS

This doctoral degree explores the history of art in all of its possible meanings. The programme places an emphasis on the valorisation of artistic-cultural, territorial and environmental heritage.

www.unive.it/history-arts

ITALIAN STUDIES

This doctoral programme provides you with the skills and knowledge required to study Italian texts from all periods as well as works in other languages that were penned in similar historical, geographical and cultural contexts.

www.unive.it/italian-studies

PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE EDUCATION

This doctoral programme intertwines traditionally distinct yet culturally convergent avenues of research by combining the study of philosophical reasoning with the exploration of the social, psychological, cognitive and educational sciences.

www.unive.it/philosophy-educational-sciences
CHEMISTRY

This programme provides you with a broad range of expertise that encompasses all of the chemical disciplines as well as some areas of chemical engineering and biology. Research topics range widely, from classical organic synthesis to nanotechnologies, and from green and sustainable chemistry to computational chemistry.

www.unive.it/chemistry

COMPUTER SCIENCE

This doctoral programme provides you with the formal tools necessary for rigorously developing and implementing research, making you an expert in the methodologies employed in the planning and evaluation of systems and computer systems.

www.unive.it/phdcomputerscience

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Promoting an interdisciplinary approach, this programme equips you to comprehend and interpret varied phenomena in the historical, geographical and cultural contexts by focusing principally on primary sources written in a range of Asian languages.

www.unive.it/environmentalsciences

SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

This doctoral programme is a joint initiative between Ca’ Foscari, the Euro-Mediterranean Center on Climate Change and the Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e Geofisica Sperimentale. It offers a 4-year fully funded scholarship that involves one year of full-time coursework as well as worldwide research opportunities and connections to a broad international network of excellent universities and research centres in the field.

www.unive.it/phdclimatechange

SCIENCES

ASIAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES

This doctoral degree provides you with both an advanced knowledge of the field of Asian and African studies and the exceptional methodological and analytical skills that innovative research requires. The programme equips you to comprehend and interpret varied phenomena in the historical, geographical and cultural contexts by focusing principally on primary sources written in a range of Asian languages.

www.unive.it/asian-african-studies

MODERN LANGUAGES, CULTURES AND SOCIETIES AND LINGUISTICS

This doctorate offers a choice between two curricula: “Modern Languages, Cultures and Societies” and “Linguistics”. Both streams integrate the study of languages, language science, literature and culture in a wide range of academic and cultural projects.

www.unive.it/languages-cultures-linguistics

POLAR SCIENCES

This unique programme prepares students with in-depth scientific competencies and allows them to develop original research in order to become experts on topics related to recent and past changes to the climate and environment of the polar regions and the glaciated areas of high altitude/low latitude sites. Thanks to the employment of an interdisciplinary approach, students of the programme acquire a profound scientific understanding of the processes regulating the climate change underway in the polar regions.

www.unive.it/polarscience

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF BIO AND NANOMATERIALS

This programme is carried out in partnership with the National Cancer Institute (Centro di Riferimento Oncologico, CRO) in Aviano, Italy. Students will have the opportunity to develop their own research projects by making use of the resources and laboratories of both the CRO and the Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics at Ca’ Foscari.

www.unive.it/nanotechnologies

HIGH ALTITUDE/LOW LATITUDE SITES

Thanks to the employment of an interdisciplinary approach, students of the programme acquire a profound scientific understanding of the processes regulating the climate change underway in the polar regions.

www.unive.it/polarscience
WHAT IS A PROFESSIONAL MASTER’S PROGRAMME?
In the Italian university system, first-level or second-level professional master’s programmes (Master universitari di primo/secondo livello) involve at least one year of postgraduate specialisation or executive education and training. A professional master’s diploma requires that you acquire 60 ECTS credits.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
An undergraduate degree in a relevant field is required for acceptance into first-level programmes. For second-level programmes, candidates must have acquired a master’s degree in a pertinent field.

HOW TO APPLY
Every spring, Ca’ Foscari puts out a call for applications that provides all of the information regarding the application and selection procedures.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL AID
Depending on the selected programme, scholarships and loans are available.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Ca’ Foscari Challenge School
www.unive.it/challengeschool-en
master.challengeschool@unive.it
corsi.challengeschool@unive.it
## BUSINESS AND SPORTS MANAGEMENT

### FIRST-LEVEL PROGRAMMES

**Creative Development and Management of Cultural Activities**
This programme trains specialists in the modern and contemporary art of the Arab world, Iran and Turkey. The course develops connoisseurship skills in the study, evaluation, collection, display, exhibition and description of works of art from the Middle East and North Africa.

**Promoting Made in Italy Excellence**
This programme offers a multidisciplinary approach to the agri-food business. It provides an understanding of the historical/cultural and production basics, operational tools and innovative techniques, combining history, geography, anthropology, economics, marketing, legislation and sensory analysis.

**Hospitality**
This programme provides the knowledge, technical skills and managerial skills needed to meet the current needs of the tourism industry.

**Sport Business Strategies**
This programme trains managers in commercial, marketing and communication areas such as the sports product businesses, the field of professional sports and sports event organisation and the context of commercial and industrial companies that use sport as a communication medium or vehicle for their brand image.

### SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES

**Strategic Social Innovation Management**
This master’s aims to train strategic social innovation managers who can integrate processes, such as the creation of ideas, planning, assessment and business with financial research components.

**Strategic Studies and International Security**
Jointly developed with the Naval Staff College of Venice, this programme is designed primarily for active-duty officers selected by the Italian Navy, but some spaces are also made available for foreign military personnel.

**Mobility Management and Innovation**
This programme provides the knowledge and skills needed to improve service and product management in the mobility sector and involves an in-depth analysis of sustainability from economic, environmental and social points of view.

### BUSINESS STRATEGIES AND INTERNATIONALISATION

### FIRST-LEVEL PROGRAMMES

**Aviation Management**
This programme offers participants with a range of different educational backgrounds the specific knowledge and competences required to navigate the disciplines, processes, regulations and management practices related to the post-development phases of the aviation sector.

**Global Economics and Languages of Eastern Europe**
This programme combines linguistic, economic and legal expertise in order to train you to be a professional capable of developing productive commercial and cultural relationships between Italian businesses, Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe.

**Global Economics and Social Affairs (GESAM)**
This programme is organised in collaboration with the International Labour Organization (ILO) in Geneva and is designed to train you as an expert in the interpretation and government of economic and social phenomena in our increasingly globalised world.

**Luxury and Customer Advisor**
This programme was conceived in collaboration with the Istituto dei Mestieri d’Eccellenza (IME) LVMH and offers the unique opportunity to train with the Istituto dei Mestieri d’Eccellenza (IME) LVMH and offers the unique opportunity to train with Fendi, Loro Piana, Louis Vuitton and Sephora.

**Strategic Social Innovation Management**
This master’s aims to train strategic social innovation managers who can integrate processes, such as the creation of ideas, planning, assessment and business with financial research components.

**Strategy Innovation**
This program systematically explores the whole process of strategic innovation, starting from the generation of new ideas up through business innovation and the creation of new startups.

**Sustainable Real Estate**
This programme is designed to interpret and provide the best possible responses to recent trends in the Italian real estate sector.

**Aviation Management**
This programme offers participants with a range of different educational backgrounds the specific knowledge and competences required to navigate the disciplines, processes, regulations and management practices related to the post-development phases of the aviation sector.

**Economics and Languages of Eastern Europe**
**Emerging Countries in Eurasia**
This programme combines linguistic, economic and legal expertise in order to train you to be a professional capable of developing productive commercial and cultural relationships between Italian businesses, Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe.

**Global Economics and Social Affairs (GESAM)**
This programme is organised in collaboration with the International Labour Organization (ILO) in Geneva and is designed to train you as an expert in the interpretation and government of economic and social phenomena in our increasingly globalised world.

**Luxury and Customer Advisor**
This programme was conceived in collaboration with the Istituto dei Mestieri d’Eccellenza (IME) LVMH and offers the unique opportunity to train with the Istituto dei Mestieri d’Eccellenza (IME) LVMH and offers the unique opportunity to train with Fendi, Loro Piana, Louis Vuitton and Sephora.

**Strategic Social Innovation Management**
This master’s aims to train strategic social innovation managers who can integrate processes, such as the creation of ideas, planning, assessment and business with financial research components.

**Strategy Innovation**
This program systematically explores the whole process of strategic innovation, starting from the generation of new ideas up through business innovation and the creation of new startups.

**Sustainable Real Estate**
This programme is designed to interpret and provide the best possible responses to recent trends in the Italian real estate sector.

**Second-Level Programmes**

**Strategic Studies and International Security**
Jointly developed with the Naval Staff College of Venice, this programme is designed primarily for active-duty officers selected by the Italian Navy, but some spaces are also made available for foreign military personnel.

**Mobility Management and Innovation**
This programme provides the knowledge and skills needed to improve service and product management in the mobility sector and involves an in-depth analysis of sustainability from economic, environmental and social points of view.

### CULTURAL AND SPORTS MANAGEMENT

## FIRST-LEVEL PROGRAMMES

**Creative Development and Management of Cultural Activities**
This programme proposes an innovative path in the field of cultural activities management by providing strategies for a host of activities, such as managing a museum, enlivening a publishing house, finding funds to finance theatrical performances or producing a television series.

**Contemporary Art of the Arab World, Iran and Turkey**
This programme trains specialists in the modern and contemporary art of the Arab world, Iran and Turkey. The course develops connoisseurship skills in the study, evaluation, collection, display, exhibition and description of works of art from the Middle East and North Africa.

**Digital Humanities**
This programme aims to provide training in the digital humanities for humanities and IT graduates. It provides technical and professional skills for using, creating and developing IT tools, software and hardware, from creating and processing databases to scanning, digitising and re-processing documents, and from data mining to 3D renderings and historical GIS techniques.

**Fine Arts in Filmmaking**
This programme aims to provide students with all of the practical and theoretical tools necessary for making a film, in addition to providing multimedia content for advertising, music and artistic videos. In addition to workshops and theoretical lessons, students will have the opportunity to make a digital film entirely produced during the period of their enrolment.

**Food and Wine Culture**
**Promoting Made in Italy Excellence**
This programme offers a multidisciplinary approach to the agri-food business. It provides an understanding of the historical/cultural and production basics, operational tools and innovative techniques, combining history, geography, anthropology, economics, marketing, legislation and sensory analysis.

**Hospitality**
This programme provides the knowledge, technical skills and managerial skills needed to meet the current needs of the tourism industry.

**Sport Business Strategies**
This programme trains managers in commercial, marketing and communication areas such as the sports product businesses, the field of professional sports and sports event organisation and the context of commercial and industrial companies that use sport as a communication medium or vehicle for their brand image.
Tourism Economics and Management

This programme addresses the promotion of cultural and environmental resources and tourist destinations. It incorporates formal and interactive lectures, contributions from corporate representatives, project work, team activities and case studies. Courses are taught in both English and Italian.

Yoga Studies: Body and Meditation in Asian Traditions

This unique and ground-breaking specialist master’s programme is the first ever to be dedicated to yoga. It combines an exploration of the most innovative historical and philological research into yoga with cutting-edge knowledge in the medical-scientific and legal-economic fields.

SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES

Management of Cultural Artistic Activities Ca’ Foscari and ESCP Europe have created this double professional master’s degree to train professionals who can launch and manage new businesses relating to culture and the arts, providing them with innovative teaching and a combination of experience and managerial tools.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, ARBITRATION AND TAX LAW

This programme teaches students about international business and tax law by analysing the economic structure of the main operations and legal issues in this area.

SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES

INTERNATIONAL MASTER IN ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

The aim of this programme is to train students to acquire a deep and sophisticated knowledge of the economic analysis of markets and financial institutions.

FINANCE, THE TAX SYSTEM AND CONTRACTS
FIRST-LEVEL PROGRAMMES
Administration and Management of Wildlife
The aim of this programme is to create a new
kind of expert capable of combining a knowledge
of biology with legal skills. The traditional
university courses and the master’s programmes
currently available do not offer this kind of
specialised training, but a figure of this kind is
absolutely necessary for the administration (not
just the management) of wildlife and natural
habitats.

Corporate and Regional Environmental
and Energy Assessment and Management
This programme aims to improve the energy and
environmental performance of various kinds of
companies operating in a range of sectors as
well as their external relations (institutions and
various types of stakeholder).

Environmental and Land Law
This programme provides participants with an
introduction to basic notions of constitutional
and administrative environmental law and equips
them with the tools they need to comprehend and
master the associated disciplines.

Science and Techniques
of Prevention and Safety
This programme aims to create professionals
with advanced technical and scientific knowledge
and up-to-date skills and tools in the field of work
safety. Graduates are capable of rapidly planning
and setting up a reliable and safe organisation
in the roles of risk-prevention and protection-
services managers.

SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES
Characterisation and Remediation
of Contaminated Sites
This programme equips participants with the
theoretical and practical competencies required
to handle issues related to the characterisation of
contaminated sites. It also aims to define
remediation objectives by means of risk analysis
procedures, to pinpoint and implement the best
available technologies and to make reliable
forecasts regarding intervention costs and times.

Research in Science and Management
of Climate Change
The programme provides the scientific
competencies necessary to understanding the
mechanisms guiding climate and economic
change and helps develop the tools for assessing
the importance and, most importantly, the costs
and benefits of the measures that must be taken
in response to this change.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, HEALTH AND SOCIAL SYSTEM

SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES
Characterisation and Remediation
of Contaminated Sites
This programme equips participants with the
theoretical and practical competencies required
to handle issues related to the characterisation of
contaminated sites. It also aims to define
remediation objectives by means of risk analysis
procedures, to pinpoint and implement the best
available technologies and to make reliable
forecasts regarding intervention costs and times.

Research in Science and Management
of Climate Change
The programme provides the scientific
competencies necessary to understanding the
mechanisms guiding climate and economic
change and helps develop the tools for assessing
the importance and, most importantly, the costs
and benefits of the measures that must be taken
in response to this change.

FIRST-LEVEL PROGRAMMES
Immigration: Migratory Phenomena
and Social Change
This programme is designed to produce
new, high-level professionals with expertise
in immigration phenomena and intercultural
relations.

Labour and Social Security Law
This programme aims to train experts in labour
law, placing particular emphasis on legal
competencies as well as industrial relations,
administration and personnel management
issues.

SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES
Gender Studies and Social Change
The aim of this course is to offer participants the
concepts and tools to understand and analyse
the social construction of gender as well as social
and institutional trends and practices seen from a
global, interdisciplinary perspective.

Health Economics and Management
This programme is designed for officers and
executives of public health care and welfare
authorities operating in the administrative,
accounting and management areas of health care
services.

Philosophical Advice
This programme gives participants the theoretical
and operational tools required for philosophical
counselling.

Public Administration
This programme provides the in-depth knowledge
necessary for dealing with the changing role
of public administration in general and local
authorities more specifically. It examines
the transformation process from juridical,
economic, managerial, sociological and statistical
perspectives.

Welfare Management
This programme develops a knowledge of design,
administration and management skills related
to welfare issues for employment in public and
private companies.

SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES
Philosophical Advice
This programme gives participants the theoretical
and operational tools required for philosophical
counselling.

Public Administration
This programme provides the in-depth knowledge
necessary for dealing with the changing role
of public administration in general and local
authorities more specifically. It examines
the transformation process from juridical,
economic, managerial, sociological and statistical
perspectives.

Welfare Management
This programme develops a knowledge of design,
administration and management skills related
to welfare issues for employment in public and
private companies.

SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES
TEACHING STAFF AND PROGRAMME

FIRST-LEVEL PROGRAMMES

Didactics and Promotion of Italian Language and Culture to Foreigners (ITALS)
This course offers two paths: one for teaching Italian to foreigners (L2 course), and another for teaching Italian abroad (LS course).

Montessori Method for Learning Disabilities
This course teaches the Montessori pedagogical method with particular emphasis on personalised and inclusive teaching for students with learning disabilities.

Teaching Foreign Languages
This programme aims to provide a solid grounding in foreign language teaching by exploring recent developments in research and the new professional opportunities emerging in the field of foreign language teaching in all education sectors.

SECOND-LEVEL PROGRAMMES

Advanced Planning for Teaching Italian Language and Culture to Foreigners
This programme provides an in-depth knowledge of teaching and training methods in addition to equipping students with the organisational and planning skills currently required by the job market, thereby developing their ability to plan and monitor training paths.
FEES AND LIVING EXPENSES

Ca’ Foscari’s tuition fees are remarkably low. This is a result of both heavy subsidising by the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research, which covers approximately 70% of the actual cost, and Ca’ Foscari’s belief in the need to make university affordable to all. The most you as an international student will pay for your studies is virtually the same as – or in some cases, less than – an Italian student pays. In addition, Ca’ Foscari offers a variety of forms of financial aid, including scholarships, exemption from and reduction of fees, student loans and awards for outstanding theses. For more information, visit www.unive.it/financialaid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yearly tuition fees for bachelor’s degrees¹</th>
<th>Students from Italy and EU countries</th>
<th>Students from non-EU OECD countries</th>
<th>Students from developing countries²</th>
<th>Students from all other countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>€ 1,844</td>
<td>€ 1,900</td>
<td>€ 700</td>
<td>€ 1,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yearly tuition fees for master’s degrees²</th>
<th>Students from Italy and EU countries</th>
<th>Students from non-EU OECD countries</th>
<th>Students from developing countries²</th>
<th>Students from all other countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>€ 2,061</td>
<td>€ 2,100</td>
<td>€ 700</td>
<td>€ 1,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The Digital Management programme is an exception.
² The Crossing the Mediterranean programme is an exception.
³ The list of developing countries is determined by the Italian Ministry of Education, Research and Universities each year and can be downloaded at www.unive.it/fees-developing-countries.

Estimated living costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accommodation</th>
<th>Historic centre of Venice:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Around € 450 per month for a single room, excluding utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Around € 300 per month for a shared room, excluding utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mainland Venice:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Around € 250 per month for a single room, excluding utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Around € 150 per month for a shared room, excluding utilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Other living costs | Food: € 50–80 per week |
|                    | Public transport: vaporetto/bus tickets cost € 1.50 each or € 25 for a month-long pass |
FINANCIAL AID

In order to make the choice of studying at Ca’ Foscari more affordable, the university offers high-achieving students the following forms of financial assistance:

- renewable fee waivers
- one-time scholarships of €5,000

For the 2019/20 academic year, 100 fee waivers and 90 scholarships were available. If you choose to apply for one or both options, you will be compared to other applicants and ranked according to various factors, including your overall academic average. For more information, and to see the calls for applications once they are posted, visit Ca’ Foscari’s online application system at apply.unive.it.

Once enrolled, students from low-income families can also request financial aid from the regional government.

HOW TO APPLY

BACHELOR’S AND MASTER’S PROGRAMMES

There are multiple calls each year for admission to begin a bachelor’s or master’s degree in the following academic year. The university begins accepting applications in November and stops in late spring.

For the precise dates of each call, which are determined at the beginning of the academic year, visit apply.unive.it.

STEP 1 – Preliminary online evaluation

If you have carried out your preparatory studies outside of Italy, you must begin the application process by requesting a preliminary online evaluation of your qualifications at apply.unive.it. You need to register an account and then upload high-quality colour scans of the required documents. If your chosen programme of study is taught in English, you must demonstrate your possession of a B2-level knowledge of this language (e.g., IELTS, minimum 5.5; TOEFL IBT, minimum 72). For more information about the application procedure and deadlines, visit www.unive.it/evaluation, and to learn more about language requirements, visit www.unive.it/language-requirements.

STEP 2 – Entry test for limited admission programmes

After you have passed the preliminary evaluation stage, if you are applying to a programme with limited admission, you will be required to pass an entry test. EU students must take a written test in Venice or at one of Ca’ Foscari’s registered international test centres while non-EU students must take an oral exam via Skype.

DOCTORAL PROGRAMMES

Each year Ca’ Foscari issues a single call for applications in the spring that provides all of the necessary details about the application and selection procedures for all doctoral programmes.

To be admitted to doctoral studies, candidates must participate in a public selection process that entails the evaluation of their academic qualifications as well as an oral and/or written exam.

For more information about how to apply, please write to phd.office@unive.it.

PROFESSIONAL MASTER’S PROGRAMMES

An undergraduate degree in a relevant field is required for acceptance into first-level programmes. For second-level programmes, you have to already possess a two-year master’s degree in a pertinent field.

Each spring, Ca’ Foscari puts out a call for applications that provides all of the information regarding the application and selection procedures. For more information about how to apply, please write to master.challengeschool@unive.it.
The Italian academic year has two main study semesters. During the summer break in July and August, no classes or exams are held, and the university closes at various moments over the course of the year for national and local holidays.

First semester: September–December
Exams: January

Second semester: February–May
Exams: June

Additional exam session: Late August–early September

BANK HOLIDAYS:
- November 1: All Saints’ Day
- November 21: Madonna della Salute (Festival of St Mary of Health)
- December 8: Immaculate Conception
- December 24–January 6: Christmas Holidays
- Late March–mid April: Easter Holidays
- April 25: National Liberation Day
- May 1: Labour Day
- June 2: Republic Day

WELCOME DAYS:
Shortly before each new semester begins, the Welcome Unit of Ca’ Foscari’s International Office organises Welcome Days, events devoted to international students with the goal of helping them learn about Ca’ Foscari and its services as well as begin to discover Venice. You can find out exactly when your Welcome Day will be held by checking the university website.

First semester: Mid September
Second semester: Late January - early February
Campuses

VENICE
Department of Asian and North African Studies
Department of Economics
Department of Humanities
Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies
Department of Management
Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage
School for International Education
University Language Centre

MESTRE
Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics
Department of Molecular Sciences and Nanosystems

MARGHERA
Challenge School

TREVISSO
School of Economics, Languages and Entrepreneurship

RONCADE
H-Farm Campus for Digital Management
CA’ FOSCARI BUILDINGS IN VENICE

1 • Aula Barbarigo
2 • Aule San Trovaso
3 • Ca’ Bernardo
4 • Ca’ Bottacin
5 • Ca’ Cappello
6 • Ca’ Dolfin – Saoneria
7 • Ca’ Foscari
8 • Ca’ Malcantone Marcòra
9 • Palazzina Briati
10 • Palazzo Cosulich
11 • Palazzo Minich
12 • Palazzo Moro
13 • Palazzo Vendramin
14 • Rio Nuovo
15 • San Basilio
16 • San Giobbe
17 • San Sebastiano
18 • San Servolo
19 • Santa Marta
20 • Teatro Ca’ Foscari
21 • Zattere CFZ

STUDENT RESIDENCES

22 • Casa Studentesca Domus Giustinian
23 • Casa Studentesca Santa Fosca
24 • Casa Studentesca We,Crociferi
25 • CCH Redentore
26 • Collegio Universitario dei Gesuiti
27 • Collegio Universitario San Pietro
28 • Domus Civica
29 • ESU Venezia
STAY CONNECTED!
Find out about all of the initiatives and events organised by Ca’ Foscari via our social media accounts:

- cafoscari
- school/cafoscari
- cafoscari
- @cafoscari
- youcafoscari
- wechat cafoscari
- 意大利威尼斯大学

For information about Ca’ Foscari’s degree programmes, application processes and university services, visit our website at [www.unive.it/prospectivestudents](http://www.unive.it/prospectivestudents).